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 RESUM 
 
Durant els últims anys s’han produït grans avenços en la tecnologia de paviments de 
formigó que han permès que aquests anessin guanyant força enfront els paviments 
asfàltics convencionals i que diversos països desenvolupats apostessin per ells en la 
construcció d’autovies. A més a més, la constant investigació sobre el formigó reforçat 
amb fibres ha fet que aquest s’anés convertint en una alternativa real al formigó reforçat 
amb barres d’acer i que el seu ús s’estengués en diverses solucions estructurals. Aquest 
treball aborda aquest tema, en concret estudia l’ús del formigó reforçat en fibres aplicat 
als paviments. 
 
El treball s’estructura en tres parts. A la primera part es fa un anàlisis de paviments 
flexibles i rígids, on es comenten les propietats, els materials utilitzats i el 
comportament de cadascun d’ells. En aquest punt s’elabora un disseny de cas pràctic de 
paviment flexible i de paviment rígid de formigó en massa seguint les indicacions de la 
normativa AASHTO i considerant les mateixes condicions de tràfic i d’esplanada.  
 
A la segona part es fa un breu resum de les propietats que aporta l’addició de fibres en 
el formigó, comentant els diferents aspectes relacionats i les seves propietats. Existeixen 
una gran quantitat de normatives que estableixen assajos per estudiar el comportament 
del formigó reforçat amb fibres. Una de les normatives àmpliament acceptada és la 
RILEM i és la que s’estudia en detall en aquest treball. Mitjançant un assaig a flexió 
sobre una biga carregada centralment amb una entalla central que assegura una 
propagació estable de la fissura, l’assaig RILEM controla l’obertura de fissura. A més a 
més, la  normativa proposa un diagrama simplificat   , així com el càlcul de 
resistències residuals i equivalents que descriuen el comportament de les fibres d’acer. 
 
La tercera, i darrera part, es centra en el disseny del paviment de formigó calculat en la 
primera part per tal d’avaluar les possibles millores que suposaria l’ús de formigó 
reforçat, tant convencionalment com amb fibres d’acer, enlloc de formigó en massa. La 
guia pel disseny i la construcció de paviments industrials de formigó de la Concrete 
Society ens permetrà conèixer com es comporten els paviments de formigó en els 3 
casos (formigó en massa, formigó reforçat amb barres d’acer, formigó reforçat amb 
fibres), així com calcular el moment màxim que aguanten en cada cas. En el cas del 
formigó reforçat amb fibres s’han estudiat diferents tipus de fibres i diferents quanties 
que han permès comprovar la influència dels diferents paràmetres en el seu 
comportament. 
 
Es conclou que l’ús de paviment de formigó reforçat amb fibres suposa una solució 
viable i que a més a més, pot aportar propietats beneficioses davant del formigó en 
massa degut el seu comportament post-fissuraciói la seva resistència fatiga. 
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 ABSTRACT 
 
During the last years the concrete pavement technology has developed huge steps 
forward that allow them were preferred more and more in front of the asphaltic 
conventional pavements and several developed countries bet for them on highway 
construction. Moreover, the constant investigation on fibre reinforced concrete has 
made them a real alternative to the steel bars reinforced concrete and it has been used in 
many different structural solutions. The present work studies it, and concretely it studies 
the fibre reinforced concrete applied on pavement design. 
 
The dissertation has been structured into three different parts. The first one analyses the 
flexible and rigid pavements. Then, their properties, the materials involved and their 
behaviour are studied. A practical design of both flexible and plain concrete pavement 
according to AASHTO guidelines has been carried out based on an specific traffic and 
soil conditions. 
 
The second part consists of a brief abstract of the properties attained by the addition of 
fibres in the concret. Then, it analyses the different issues related and their properties. It 
does exist different guidelines as well as tests studying the fibre reinforced concrete 
properties. One of them, which is widely accepted, is the RILEM and it is the one 
studied in the present work. Through a flexural test on a beam with a central load 
applied and a notch ensuring stable fissure propagation, the RILEM test controls the 
crack mouth opening. Moreover, the guideline proposes a    simplified diagram as 
well as the residual and equivalent strengths calculation which describe the steel fibre 
behaviour. 
  
The third, and last part, is focused on the concrete pavement design calculated in the 
first part, in order to assess the improvements that would suppose the use of reinforced 
concrete, both steel bars as well as steel fibres, instead of plain concrete. The Concrete 
Society guideline of the design and construction of concrete industrial floors will allow 
us to know the pavement behaviour of the three studied cases (plain concrete, steel bars 
reinforcing concrete and steel fibre reinforced concrete) as well as the calculation of the 
maximum bending moment in each case. On the fibre reinforced concrete case, different 
types of fibres and dosages have been studied as well as the influence of the different 
parameters on their performance. 
 
Concluding, the use of fibre reinforced concrete supposes a viable solution and, 
moreover, it can give to the concrete several extra benefits in front the plain concrete 
due to its post-cracking behaviour and fatigue strength.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction  
1.1 Introduction 
The road construction is one of the most primitive arts, and it has been involved in the 
human lives since the first human settlement in order to be able to get to the hunting or 
the fishing area by the shortest and most comfortable path. The roads became more and 
more important when the interchange started and the transportation of the goods became 
to be a mainstay of the society style-life.  
The use of animal draught meant a qualitative step forward in the pavement design due 
to the wider and better surface conditions were required. Eventually the traffic became 
heavier and the increased demand for improved load-carrying capacity in roads creates 
the need of building more resistant pavements. Firstly the improvement of the pavement 
capacity was focused on the sub-base strength rather than using a wearing surface able 
to carry the traffic loads by its own.  
Two different kind of pavement must be distinguished depending on the way the traffic 
loads are distributed on the ground. Former, the flexible pavement consist of different 
layers with gradually increased elasticity, being the top layer a bituminous material 
layer. The aim of the structure pavement consists of the deflection of the top layer load 
through the layers above in order the ground can bear a smaller load per unit of area. 
The flexible pavement is nowadays the most used one and it has been deployed in 
several different situations characterized by a high and steady traffic load such as 
highways or streets. Later, the rigid pavement consists of a concrete slab (normally 
reinforced with steel bars or fibres allowing a major tensile capacity) with a high 
modulus of elasticity able to deflect very little under load. It splits the received load up 
to the layer below which might be a sub-base course or directly the ground. The rigid 
pavement has been largely used in pavement when high loads are anticipated such as in 
industrial floors, airports or high weight traffic roads. 
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The first concrete highway constructed in the U.S.  was a 386,6 km’s long, 2,7 m wide 
and 12,7 cm’s thick of plain concrete pavement, and it was built in 1913. The increased 
knowledge of the concrete and its properties have allowed important and continuous 
improvements in concrete pavements design. In particular, thinner slabs were found 
adequate to carry loads and repetitions similar those carried by the thicker slabs and 
several different materials have been being used so far. Due to concrete performs very 
well in compression, it does not resist the tensile stress in a satisfactory way. So, the 
addition of steel bars reinforcing the concrete supposed a huge structural advance on the 
performance of the concrete roads. The steel bars give to the concrete the capacity to 
bear the tensile stresses in the pavement in order to improve the lack of tensile 
resistance of the concrete. This way, the concrete dealt with the compression stresses 
and the steel bars reinforcing the concrete dealt with the tensile strength. Subsequently, 
the use of steel fibres reinforcing the concrete became a serious alternative to replace 
the steel bars giving to the material similar benefits as well as allowing new benefits on 
the concrete pavement performance. Nowadays, many road nets have been deployed in 
the territory so that the free movement of both goods and person have been greatly 
improved, being the road construction one key sectors of our society. Concrete has 
played the major role in the construction of U.S. Interstates highway system during the 
past 50 years. 
Many different benefits can be found in concrete pavements. Portland Cement Concrete 
(PCC), also known as concrete, is a man-made material primarily manufactured from a 
mixture of Portland Cement, fine and coarse aggregate as well as water. The 95% of the 
cement components can be found in the earth’s crust and it is practically inexhaustible 
(the price fluctuation has been kept almost constant). In terms of environmental 
sustainability, it is accepted that the concrete pavements are more respectful with the 
environment than the asphalt pavements, being easier to be recycled, having a longer 
useful life (up to 40 years) and saving big amounts of CO2 consumption during 
construction (asphalt need high temperature which waste a lot of energy) as well as on 
service (Manuel, 2010). Although Europe has never left the cement pavements, it is also 
true that nowadays the techniques have been improved and the main inconvenient 
against the flexible pavements, which was the user comfort (more bumpy surface and 
noisy), has been reduced. 
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Also, many of types of fibres improving the concrete properties have been used such as 
steel, glass, polymers, asbestos or ceramics, which is known as Fibre Reinforced 
Concrete (FRC). The steel is the most common type of fibre used in pavements and 
several other applications. Its high modulus of elasticity allows the improvement not 
only of the toughness of the concrete but also its strength. Strengthening concrete with 
steel fibres is an old idea. In 1874, Berard received a patent for the idea of improving 
concrete behaviour by introducing metallic wastes. However, for almost a century, Steel 
Fiber Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) was used very rarely. It was only in the 1960’s that 
the broad application of SFRC started. 
The idea of adding fibres with a certain tensile capacity homogeneously in the concrete 
is, on one hand, to create an efficient reinforcement to the concrete in front of the fissure 
it suffers when retraining and, on the other hand, to give the concrete a ductility. In fact, 
the main purpose of SFRC is the crack control (structural as well as from plastic 
settlement and shrinkage), the toughness increase and the enhancing of its surface 
characteristics. The use of SFRC at pavement design is becoming an idea to be taken 
into account due in part to the properties improvement, similar to those found in the 
conventional reinforcement. It can contribute on many other properties as well. For 
example, the randomly homogeny distribution of fibres sew the concrete and contribute 
into reducing the crack in the surface, avoiding surface detachment of concrete pieces 
and the creation of gaps, and offering a major comfort to the user. It will reduce 
construction time as well as costs. 
The improvement around SFRC continues. In fact, recently, a research has been carried 
out that shows the possibility of using waste material as fibres obtaining similar 
mechanical properties. This way, the waste would be reduced as well as the use of steel, 
which would mean a reduction of the budget and a sustainable solution for the 
pavement design. Recent research proved that by-products of waste tyre recycling can 
be as effective as industrially produced fibres (Ecolanes, 2009). 
1.2 Structure 
The work has been structured as follows: 
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Chapter 3 will be focused on the state of the art and will describe both the flexible and 
the rigid pavement. The main characteristics, the way they perform, the pavement 
structures and the different properties of the material involved in each layer will be 
introduced. 
Chapter 4 will describe the state of the art of the FRC. In this chapter all the elements 
involved in the FRC design will be described as well as the fibre properties and the 
mechanical consequences of the different kind of fibre used. Different tests used in 
order to describe the mechanical properties will be also commented. With respect to the 
design, the    diagram proposed by the RILEM TC 162-TDF will be discussed and 
how the bending moment on a beam of SFRC is obtained, based on the proposed 
diagram, will be detailed. Finally, focusing on slabs-on-grade, which is important when 
studying pavement, the Concrete Society Guide will allow us to know the bending 
moments able to bear the slab when a load is applied, which will be the basis of our 
comparison in the following chapter. 
Chapter 5 will be focus on the study of rigid pavement comparing different alternatives. 
The Annex A proposes a plain concrete rigid pavement design as well as a flexible 
pavement. Based on that, the proposed rigid pavement thickness can be reduced or their 
resistant capacities improved by adding steel bars or steel fibres reinforcing the 
concrete. The behaviour of different thickness slabs and reinforcements will be 
numerically compared trough the maximum bending moment each slab is able to bear.  
Finally, chapter 6 and 7 will be devoted to draw the conclusions obtained from the 
work. Possible future alternatives or innovation, that might be taken into account when 
considering the use of FRC as rigid pavement design, should be studied in depth to keep 
going towards a sustainable way of pavement design. 
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Chapter 2 
Objectives 
2.1 Objectives 
The main aim of the present work is the assessment of the viability of a SFRC pavement 
as a real alternative for the future pavement construction which could entail several 
benefits. In order to do that, they are going to be compared with the conventional 
reinforced concrete pavements in terms of maximum moment capacity as well as slab 
thickness. This way, this work would study in general terms how SFRC slab-on-grade 
perform with a design example as well as general important aspects involved in the 
SFRC. 
The specific objectives of the work are numbered following: 
- To know the differences between the flexible and the rigid pavement in terms of 
design and performance. A flexible as well as a rigid pavement will be designed 
following the AASHTO Guide. 
- To know the SFRC properties and to see the way they can vary when different 
parameters involved in the fibres such as fibre content, fibre shape or fibre type 
are modified. 
- To know different SFRC design methods and the guidelines used. The way 
SFRC behave is going to be discussed based on the RILEM TC 162-TDF. Also 
the Concrete Society Guide will be used in order to focus the work with the 
design of the slabs-on-ground and industrial floors, and to assess the designed 
pavement behaviour. 
- To compare different rigid pavements design in order to assess the SFRC design 
viability. It is going to be done by the bending moment’s assessment. 
- To know different improvements that might suppose the use of SFRC instead of 
plain concrete or conventional reinforced concrete. The viability of the use of 
recycled fibres in order to improve the sustainability of SFRC pavement is going 
to be commented as a future work. 
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Chapter 3 
State of the art 
3.1 Flexible and Rigid pavement  
3.1.1  Flexible pavement 
3.1.1.1 Introduction 
Since the transport became to be more and more important a lot of paths have been built 
to link the different cities. In the old days the main use of those paths was the goods 
transport and there were little traffic through them. However, it has been changing with 
the years until being the transport one of the more important driving force of our 
society. Nowadays there are not only a lot of kilometres of highways drawing a huge 
net in our territory but also a lot of different traffic loads flowing on them. This 
important evolution caused the highways to face very important challenges so that new 
techniques had to be developed. Flexible pavements are the kind of pavement mostly 
used. They have been adopted for a large variety of uses in areas with abundant constant 
traffic such as highways, parking or street. Nowadays, there are in United States about 
1,420,000 miles of flexible pavement on State highways and local roads which 
represents about 70% of the paved mileage on all public roads and streets (FHA2009).   
The main characteristic of the flexible pavements is that every layer deflects their 
received loads from the above layer. Then, the load that the ground received is (in terms 
of force per area) smaller that the load that it would receive with the force applied 
directly on top of it. 
There are many different types of flexible pavements depending mainly on the 
maximum aggregate size, aggregate gradation and asphalt binder content/type. The 
flexible pavements are treated with granular layers and bituminous material thinner than 
15 mm. In fact, when the thickness of the bituminous layer exceeds 15 mm we can talk 
about semi flexible pavement.  
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The bituminous layer consists in mixing ligand with arid and a high temperature is 
needed in order to get the fluidity required in the ligand during the mixture phase. It is 
one of the key points about the flexible pavements, and it is why the flexible pavements 
are named as Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA). However extensive measures like air pollution 
reduction target set by the European Union with Kyoto protocol have encouraged efforts 
to reduce pollution. In order to reduce the CO2 emissions and trying to make the flexible 
pavement more sustainable and to obey with the Kyoto’s protocols, lots of 
organizations, like NAPA, NCAT, NCHRP, etc, and other important private companies, 
have been working on a Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) that reduces the temperature 
during production and also reduce the emissions during production and placement, and 
consequently the CO2 emission and the energy consumption. Where reduced emissions 
place more importance in densely populated areas and in non-open air paving, and 
overall in cold countries where the temperature gap is more important (Kristjansdottir, 
2006). Studies about how to solve the WMA’s disadvantages, mainly related to rutting 
and moisture susceptibility issues, are being researched and additions have been proved 
in order to get the WMA similar properties than HMA. 
Following how each layer is designed when building a flexible pavement is going to be 
discussed. In furthers chapters, different materials which could be involved in each layer 
and their behaviours and properties are going to be discussed.   
3.1.1.2 Structure 
For flexible pavements, the structural design is concerned with a specific appropriate 
layer thickness and composition that can vary, depending, mainly, from the traffic load 
and temperature variations. With a specific ground which bears a specific load, the layer 
thickness above the ground and the materials employed in each layer have to be chosen 
correctly to make sure that the load distribution is resisted by the ground. For this 
purpose, highest load bearing capacity material (the most expensive) is chosen in the 
top, and the lowest bearing capacity material in the bottom. In short, the typical flexible 
pavement structure (Figure 3.1) can be defined as: 
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Figure 3.1: Basic flexible pavement structure (pavement interactive, 2010) 
  
- Surface course: It is the top layer and the layer in contact with traffic loads. It is 
the stiffest layer and it contributes the most pavement strength, so normally 
contains the most expensive and highest quality material. That surface has to 
prevent that the surface water penetrated into lowers layers. It provides 
characteristics as friction, smoothness, noise control, rut and shoving resistance 
and drainage. It may be composed of one or several different HMA sublayers. 
- Base course: It is the intermediate layer between the surface and the subbase 
course. It provides additional load distribution (that allows us to reduce the 
surface course) and contributes to the drainage and frost resistance.  Base 
courses are usually constructed out of construction aggregates with a good 
granulometric structure and most typically constructed from durable aggregates 
that will not be damaged by moisture or frost action.  Aggregates can be either 
stabilized or no stabilized. HMA can be used when a high base stiffness is 
desired. 
- Subbase course: The subbase is formed by low quality material (aggregate 
material) and it is between the base course and the ground (subgrade). The 
principal functions that it has are: to minimize the intrusion of fines from the 
subgrade into the pavement structure, to improve drainage, to minimize the frost 
action damage and to provide a working platform for construction. In spite of 
being the lowest-cost layer, the part it plays in resistance of the pavement can be 
very significant. 
3.1.1.3 Materials 
The important factors to be taken into account when selecting materials for use in 
highway pavement include: to guarantee supplies of high-quality material, to use local 
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availability materials whenever possible, to find or try to use useful outlets for industrial 
waste, and to keep the demand on energy to a minimum. We should take into account 
the weather conditions, the local conditions and also the local environmental 
consequences that each material could have. Depending on all these conditions, an 
appropriate material and design are going to be chosen. 
Next, the different kind of materials involved in a flexible pavement will be described, 
distinguishing between the layers, citing on the full properties of each material and 
discussing where each of them is used. Figure 3.2 shows all the materials that could be 
involved in each layer. 
 
Figure 3.2 Layer’s material in a flexible pavement 
 
3.1.1.3.1 Aggregate 
“Aggregate” is a collective term for sand, gravel and crushed stone materials in their 
natural or processed state. The most common use of aggregate is for roads and 
highways, which can be up to 40% of the total (NSSGA, 1991). By volume, aggregate 
generally accounts for 92 to 96 percent of HMA, and makes up about 30 percent of 
HMA pavement structure costs. Aggregates are materials that have been specifically 
sorted or processed to obtain their awaited properties. It needs to pass a process 
consisting in excavation, crushing, transportation, sizing and washing. Aggregate can 
also be manufactured. Manufactured aggregate is often the by-product of other 
manufacturing industries. 
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First thing to take into account about aggregate is its size. It is important to have a range 
of sizes into different stockpiles to make easier the later gradation. The American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM C 125) defines the maximum aggregate size 
in one of two ways: the maximum size (one sieve larger than the nominal maximum 
size) and the nominal maximum size (one sieve size larger than the first sieve to retain 
more than 10 percent of the material). We can notice the aggregate size importance in 
the HMA where instability may result from excessively small maximum sizes or an 
excessively large maximum sizes can produce a bad workability or segregations. Table 
3.1 could observe a little summary of their full properties. 
Larger max size Smaller max size
- Increases strength - Reduces segregation
- Improves skid resistance - Reduces road noise
- Improves rut resistance - Decreases tire wear
- Increases problem with segregation of particles
- Increases volume and surface area of agg which
  decreases required AC content  
Table 3.1: Properties of aggregate according to the max size 
 
Secondly the aggregate gradation is very important and can affect significantly the 
characteristics of HMA. Gradation is usually measured with a sieve analysis, and 
differences between different kinds of gradations according to their relation between the 
percentages sieves sizes passing can be distinguished (Figure 3.3). 
 
 
Figure 3.3:  Typical aggregate gradation.  (WAPA, 2010) 
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Aggregate gradation permits properties such as stiffness, stability, durability, 
permeability, workability, fatigue resistance, frictional resistance and resistance to 
moisture damage. Table 3.2 presents different properties off different kind of gradation.  
Few points of contact
Poor interlock (shape dependent)
High permeability
Good interlock
Low permeability
Only limited sizes
Good interlock
Low permeability
Gap graded
Uniformly graded
Well graded
 
Table 3.2:  Different properties of different kind of gradation 
Finally, other important aggregate physical properties are the toughness and abrasion 
resistance (aggregate should be hard to resist crushing, degradation and disintegration), 
durability, particle shape and surface texture, cleanliness and deleterious materials 
(aggregate should be clean when used in HMA, otherwise other particles could 
contaminate the mixture). 
3.1.1.3.2 Bituminous material: asphalt 
Asphalt is a dark brown to black, highly viscous and sticky, hydrocarbon produced from 
petroleum distillation residue. In fact, asphalt is a waste product from refinery 
processing of crude oil, sometimes called “bottom of the barrel”. 
The asphalt was initially used in France and in the 1830’s it started to be used in United 
Kingdom and the rest of Europe as a “sudden phenomenon”. Roads in U.S have been 
paved with asphalt since at least 1870. During the late 1800’s and early 1900’s the 
demand for paved roads increased so fast that it exceeded the supply of lake asphalts in 
late 1800’s 
In 2001 the U.S. produced almost 35 million tons of asphalt at a rough value of around 
$6 billion. Its main use is the road construction (85% of the total asphalt consumed in 
U.S.) where it is used as glue for the aggregate particles, which is commonly known 
also as “asphalt” (or asphaltic concrete “AC” in North America). “Asphalt cement”, or 
“asphalt binder” includes as well as the aggregate particles, any material added to 
modify the original asphalt properties. It refers to asphalt that has been prepared for 
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HMA and other paving applications. The asphalt, although accounting only a 4-8% of 
the HMA, it represents up to 25-30% of the cost of an HMA pavement structure 
depending upon the type and the quality. (WAPA, 2009) 
The most important physical properties of the asphalt are the durability, rheology and 
viscosity. The durability is a measure of how asphalt binder physical properties change 
with age, normally increasing its viscosity and becoming more stiff and brittle. The 
rheology is the study of deformation and flow of the asphalt binder in HMA. HMA 
pavements that deform and flow too much may be susceptible to rutting and bleeding, 
while those that are too stiff may be susceptible to fatigue cracking. The viscosity is 
known as the ratio between the applied shear stress and the rate of shear and we can 
distinguish between absolute viscosity (60ºC) and kinematic viscosity (135 ºC). 
A variety of test procedures can be followed to examine the properties of asphalt. One 
of the most common is the penetration testing, which consist in introducing a 100g 
needle into a container of asphalt cement at room temperature (25 ºC) for 5 seconds. 
The consistency (stiffness) of the asphalt was reported as the depth in tenths of a 
millimetre that the needle penetrated the asphalt. For testing the viscosity at the 60ºC 
test temperature, one tube is charged at 135ºC and then placed in the test temperature 
bath. Both temperatures are allowed to equalize, a vacuum line is attached to the top of 
the small diameter and the flow is started. The time that takes the asphalt to flow and 
cross the line indicates the viscosity of the asphalt in Poise. 
3.1.1.3.3 Cement Treated Material (CTM) 
The Cement treated material (CTM) is mainly used in the rigid pavement, but we can 
find it as well as the flexible pavements. In fact, we talk about CTM to define a family 
of materials in which a common feature is that the addition of cement gas made a 
material suitable for use in pavement construction. This definition obviously covers a 
wide spectrum of processed materials since a progressive addition of cement from zero 
up to a substantial value would provide a succession of finished products going from the 
properties of soil at one extreme to those of a concrete-like at the other. Figure 3.4 
shows a summary of the range of materials used in Britain. 
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Figure 3.4: British interpretation, as at 1985, of the ‘family’ of cement-treated material (William, 
1986) 
 
CTM is a highly compacted mixture of granular aggregates, Portland Cement and water. 
The cement hydrates and the mixture becomes a hard, durable paving material. CTM 
layer thickness are less than those required for granular bases carrying the same traffic 
because it is a cemented, rigid material that distributes the load over a large area. Other 
benefit of CTM is its resistance to sub-grade failures associated with freeze/thaw cycles. 
Some of the properties of the CTM will be analyzed in section 3.1.2.3.3. 
3.1.2  Rigid pavement 
3.1.2.1 Introduction 
Rigid pavements are a high modulus of elasticity pavement structure that deflects very 
little under loading. They are made of Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) slabs due to its 
high elasticity module and stiffness. Concrete pavements have been used for highways, 
airports, streets, local roads, parking lots, industrial facilities, and other types of 
infrastructures. 
The first concrete pavement was built in Bellefontaine, Ohio, in 1891, by George 
Bartholomew. Mr. Bartholomew convinced citizens and city officials that the cement he 
was producing in his small laboratory could be used to produce a hard, durable paved 
surface. After two years he was able to built American’s first pavement. Over 100 years 
late, part of his pavement was still in use. Also lots of tests had been done and 
significant advances since the first pavement in Bellefontaine had been experimented 
(ACPA, 2010).  
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The first documented example of road pavement in the UK was a slab laid in 1865 to 
provide access to the goods yard at Inverness railway satition. This was followed by a 
further trial section to the same specification on a more heavily trafficked route in 
Edinburgh during the following year (Croney, 1967). Actually there are many examples 
of concrete road built during the 1920s and 1930s still in use, although most of them 
have been overlaid with bituminous material (Williams, 1986). 
Nowadays research on rigid pavements is still continuing. Much of it consists of finding 
more sustainable pavements trying to recycle old pavements more economically, 
finding solutions to durability problems or comparing the performance of alternative 
designs under dynamic loads. Without going further, some of these researches are 
studied in the present work such as the use of fibres reinforcing concrete instead of 
conventional bars (which can reduce the thickness taking advantage of its plastic 
behaviour) or also the possible use of recycled material as could be the fibres obtained 
recycling tyres which are used instead of the pre-fabricated fibres keeping pretty the 
same properties. 
3.1.2.2 Structure 
The rigid pavement is used where high traffic loading is expected, Figure 3.5. Because 
of its relative rigidity, these pavement structures distribute loads with only one, or at 
most two, structural layers  
 
Figure 3.5: Basic rigid pavement structure (WAPA, 2010) 
 
- Surface course: This is the top layer, is in contact with the traffic loads and is 
made of concrete. It provides characteristics such as friction, smoothness, noise 
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control and drainage. Its thickness can vary between 150-300 mm. The road slab 
is equivalent to the wearing base and sub-base of a flexible pavement.  
- Base course: It is the layer used to bear, transmit and distribute uniformly all the 
loan applied on the surface layer. This is the layer directly below the PCC layer 
and generally consists of aggregate or stabilized subgrade. It contributes in the 
drainage and frost resistance as well so usually it is made of granular materials.  
- Subbase course: It is the layer that bears the pavement structure and it can’t be 
affected by the design loan. The layer should have, before being compacted, the 
transversal and longitudinal slope specified in the project. Inadequate drainage 
or non uniform compaction can lead to problems with thin granular subbases. 
One of the problems of the concrete pavements is that if the tensile stresses sustained 
are large enough, cracks occur. To avoid it joints are used. Joints are placed in the 
discontinuities of rigid pavement to permit expansion and contraction of the pavement, 
thereby relieving stresses due to environmental changes, friction, and to facilitate 
construction. It is generally accepted that there should be load transfers across joints in 
concrete pavements, but there are some significant difference of views as to how it 
should be obtained. In fact, three kinds of joints can be distinguished (Figure 3.6):  
 
Figure 3.6: Pavement joint types (Durham University, 2010) 
- Contraction joints: For this joint, a groove is cut or formed at the pavement 
surface to ensure that cracking will occur at this location rather than randomly 
on the pavement, creating a weakened vertical plane. Construction joints are 
intended to relieve only tensile stresses resulting from contraction and warping 
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of the concrete but not the expansion stresses. In some cases a dowel bar is 
placed across the joint, generally in the middepth of the slab to transfer the load 
across the joint. Since the slab move in relation to one another (in longitudinal 
direction), it is necessary to lubricate at least one half of the dowel bar to permit 
freedom of sliding. They allow the slab to shorten as it is temperature drop. 
Contraction joints are the most common type of joint in concrete pavement. In 
fact, the generic term “joint” generally refers to a contraction joint. 
- Expansion joints: It is constructed by a clean break throughout the depth of the 
slab to permit expansion to take place. This is best accomplished by dowel bars 
that should be smooth and lubricated. Expansion joints allow the slab to expand 
as its temperature increases above that which it was cast. The expansion joints 
are not typically used today because their progressive closure tends to cause 
contraction joints to progressively open. Some states still uses the expansion 
joints instead of contraction joints but commonly states uses contraction joints 
with only every third or fourth being an expansion joint. Washinton State 
Department Of Transportation (WSDOT) does not use expansion joints 
- Warping joints: Hinge or warping joints are used on highways to control 
cracking along the centre line of the pavement. It is a longitudinal joint 
permitting warping of pavement slabs when moisture or/and temperature 
differentials occurs in the pavement.  
3.1.2.3 Materials 
Concrete for pavement must be strong enough to resist tensile stresses generated by 
traffic load or by the movements caused by cooling or shrinkage.  It must be durable as 
well, so it may not be vulnerable to any frost attack or damaged by an aggressive 
substance in industrial situations. It must also be resistant to the abrasion and finally, its 
surface must be textured enough to provide traction and skidding resistance. All this 
properties now mentioned are influenced by the choice of material. In the following, all                            
the materials used in the construction of concrete pavements layers will be described, 
and their properties will be analyzed. Figure 3.7 shows where each material should be 
used into the rigid pavements layer structure. 
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Figure 3.7: Layer’s material in a rigid pavement 
3.1.2.3.1 Cementitious materials 
First at all, Portland and other cements will be treated. Secondly what pulverised fuel 
ash (PFA) is will be described, and finally the Ground Granulated Blast-furnace Slag  
(GGBS) will be commented (Stock, 1988). 
Most concrete pavement is made with ordinary PCC. However, some additives that 
change their normal conditions can be added. For example, in specific conditions, like 
roads constructed in cutting through gypsum bearing strata or over evaporate soils in hot 
countries, sulphate-resisting cement would be used. Otherwise, quick-hardening 
Portland cement is used when the road have to be opened to the traffic earlier than 
usual, or also in cold weather to reduce the period where the concrete is vulnerable to 
frost attack. 
The PFA is an addition that is being used increasingly as a distinct pozzolanic cement 
component of all type of concrete. Its “active” silica reacts with the cement lime 
released in setting concrete to form the calcium silicate hydrates which are the 
substance of the hardened cement gel. In addition the use of PFA increases workability 
because it helps to reduce the water quantity that the particles need to wet their surfaces. 
If part of cement content in concrete mix is replaced by PFA, the same workability can 
be achieved using a lower water/cement ratio. 
Finally the GGBS is obtained from the waste produced in the manufacture of pig iron. 
GGBS could be used directly in the manufacture of Portland-furnace cement or could 
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also combined with the PCC as a separate cementations component, in that case the user 
can choose the proportion used. The same way as PFA, its good hydraulic properties 
reduce the water demand of the cement. 
3.1.2.3.2 Aggregates 
The aggregates are used in flexible pavements as well as in rigid pavement, specifically 
in concrete. In fact, two-thirds of concrete’s volume consists of aggregate, and its 
quality or availability are two key points of concrete pavements. The properties of 
aggregates were examined in depth in section 5.3.1. Some of the aggregate properties 
that could affect concrete cement properties are strength, coefficient of linear expansion, 
skidding resistance, sawing and cutting or abrasion resistance.  
3.1.2.3.3 Cement Treated Materials 
In section 3.1.1.3.3 CTM was treated. In fact, due to their high strength, the most 
common use of that kind of treated materials are in the rigid pavement road. Thousands 
of CTM miles have been built in the U.S. and Canada, as well as in many other 
countries just placing bituminous wearing surface on the CTM to complete the 
pavement structure. Its primary uses have been for street, highway and airport pavement 
bases or sub-bases. 
Its most important properties will be described in the following. It is included in this 
section because of the close relationship between the CTM properties and the other 
properties involved in the rigid pavement road surfacing. 
In the tensile properties of CTM the emphasis is placed on the flexural evaluation often 
known as modulus of rupture. One of the used tests to evaluate the tensile properties is a 
bending test of the beam (RILEM, 2002), however it entails some mistakes due to the 
layer undergoes two-directional loads and it assume an elastic behaviour of the material 
producing overestimate of strength. The cylinder-splitting test based on the ASTM 
D3967 Test (Zhuhai, 2003) is another tensile properties test but it involves unrealistic 
assumptions as well. Finally the Uniaxial Tensile Test (ASM International, 2004) had 
been able to overcome all the shortcomings until becoming one of the most commonly 
test used to evaluate materials. Basically it consists in gripping opposite ends of a 
specimen with the machine and to apply a tensile force, resulting in the gradual 
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elongation and eventual fracture of the test piece. It was possible to establish that the 
tensile stress-strain is linear up to a substantial proportion, typically 75%, of the 
ultimate strength. 
There exist evident relationships between flexural strength, compressive strength and 
uniaxial strength, and the strength ratios depend on the type of material processed as 
well as the strength level. Some relationship they could take are (Williams, 1986):  
- Uniaxial tensile strength is about one-tenth of the uniaxial compressive strength 
- Flexural strength is one-tenth of the cube compressive strength 
- Flexural strength is about one-fifth of the uniaxial compressive strength.  
Leaving aside the interrelationship between strength parameters, it is worthwhile 
noticing the large quantity of factors that have an influence in the strength effects. We 
could distinguish between those that produce direct effects and those ones that produce 
indirect effects. 
The cement-water paste, the aggregate particles and the interface between both are 
direct effects that could be involved in a failure of the concrete. Clearly, the strength of 
the aggregate particles could well be a decisive factor, but if the cement-water paste in 
the CTM is not good enough, it is unlikely that the strength of the aggregate will not be 
determinant in the material failure. This way, it has to be taken into account when 
mixing the materials that all them have equivalent strengths, otherwise money would be 
wasted. 
The indirect effects are more elusive but not less important. Choosing a level of 
workability appropriate to the chosen method of compaction is the main indirect effect. 
In other words, it is known that the workability is strong bond with the water content, so 
it is bond as well with the type and graded of the aggregate used and with the cement 
content. This means that while the workability of the concrete is increased by increasing 
the water-cement ratio, the resistance of the concrete is decreasing at the same time. 
3.2 Rigid Pavement Reinforcement 
3.2.1 Use of bars 
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A rigid pavement consists of a relatively thin slab rested on a sub-grade or base course. 
Since the modulus of elasticity of the concrete slab is much greater than that of the 
foundation material, a major portion of the load capacity is derived from the slab itself.  
There are lots of causes resulting in stresses in the pavement structure including wheel 
loads, cyclic changes in temperature (warping and shrinkage or expansion), changes in 
moisture, and volumetric changes in the sub-grade or base course. These changes tend 
to deform the slab causing stresses of widely varying intensity. Even that, the 
assessment of the stresses including all the factors are extremely complex and most of 
the times assumptions are considered in order to simplify the evaluation. 
The reinforcement by bars of the concrete is developed basically to improve its tensile 
capacity. Depending on the amount of steel needed to carry out the loads either in the 
slab or the joints, different reinforcements in the concrete pavements have been studied. 
Because of the difference in the reinforced design procedures between joined and 
continuous pavement, the design requirements for each are divided into: 
 
On one hand there are the “joined” pavements which can be divided into two types: 
joined plain concrete pavement (JPCP), which is designed not to have steel 
reinforcement, and Joined Reinforced Concrete Pavements (JRCP), which is designed 
to have significant steel reinforcement, in terms of either steel bars or welded steel mats. 
The first one, JCP, is used when low-load traffic is expected or when cement treated 
sublayer is placed between the slab and the sub-grade. It consists in a plain concrete 
slabs with dowel bars reinforcing the transverse joints and tie bars which are not load-
transferred but keep the longitudinal joints together. The second one, JRCP, is used 
when higher loads are expected and a part from the dowel bars and tie bars in the joints, 
an amount of reinforcing steel is used in order to control the crack as well as enhancing 
the strength capacity. The reinforcement steel or wire mesh will assist the load transfer 
in the cracking of the slab. One important issue in the determination of using 
Joined Pavements 
Continuous Pavements 
Plain Joined Pavements (PJP) 
 
Joined Reinforced Concrete Pavements (JRCP) 
Constinously Reinforced Joined Pavements (CRJP) 
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reinforcement for crack control in pavements is the slab length. If it is less than 6 m 
even the amount of wire mesh is negligible. Otherwise, if the distance between joints is 
increased up to 12 m, it becomes necessary to use some steel for crack control so for 
these cases it is generally the practice to use wire mesh reinforcement along with dowel 
bars at the joints to assist with load transfer. 
On the other hand the Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavements (CRCP). It 
consists in a longitudinal reinforcement which essentially is “continuous” throughout 
the length of the pavement without needing any longitudinal joint. The transverse cracks 
are allowed but they are held tightly together with the continuous reinforcement steel. 
The longitudinal function of the reinforcing steel is to control cracking caused due to 
volume change as well as to handle no load related stresses. It is assumed to have any 
structural contribution to resisting loads. A balance between the properties of the 
concrete and the reinforcement must be achieved for the pavement to perform 
satisfactorily, and the evaluation of this interactions form the basis for the longitudinal 
reinforcement design of CRCP. The purpose of the transverse reinforcement is to 
control the width of any longitudinal cracks so it only will be required when 
longitudinal cracking was likely to occur. When the distance between joints is raised up 
to more than 150 m the amount of steel required becomes excessive enough to consider 
the use of continuously reinforced pavements. Continuously reinforced pavements are 
defined as those with no transverse joints (except construction and some expansion 
joints) and with relatively heavy amounts of steel to insure holding tightly closed 
(Yoder, 1975). 
The use of plain or reinforced pavement is a designer’s decision and it always depend in 
part upon decisions relative the material to use as a base under the pavement. Cement 
treated base sometimes go hand to hand with short slabs so that with plain concrete 
design pavement. This is mainly because the cement treated base will add to the 
structural capacity of the pavement and also assists in the load transfer across the joints 
with or without dowels. 
To sum up, the use of plain or simply reinforced concrete pavements is tied in closely to 
joint spacing, and whether or not a base is used between pavement and sub-grade. When 
high amount of steel is needed, the consideration of using continuously reinforced 
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pavement must be done. An estimate of cost of each type of pavement must be done 
before decisions are forthcoming relative to the pavement section to be adopted.  
3.2.2 Use of fibres 
The use of fibre reinforced concrete has been developed during the last decades. The 
construction time, the durability or the fact that the use of fibres can help to the post-
cracking behaviour, among other advantages on the concrete performance, focused the 
researchers’ interest, and huge advance have been done. Nowadays there are lots of 
examples of SFRC pavements, mainly in industrial flooring, tunnelling, pavements, etc, 
and it has found a lot of acceptance in the construction industry.  
Steel fibre reinforced concrete is defined as a concrete, containing discontinuous 
discrete steel fibres which improve its crack resistance, ductility, energy absorption and 
impact resistance characteristics. This way, when we talk about FRC in a rigid 
pavement we are not referring either to bars nor wire mesh reinforcing concrete, but we 
are referring to fibres distributed randomly in the matrix cement. 
These fibres give to the pavement a ductile behaviour taking advantage of the fibres 
resistance capacity that bears the tensile strength after the first crack. So summarizing, 
the main objective of using fibres reinforcing concrete or cement in order to attempt 
better properties might be: 
- Improve tensile and flexural strength 
- Improve impact strength 
- Control the cracking and mode of failure giving to the concrete a ductility which 
improve post-cracking properties of the material 
There are a lot of used types of fibres and they have been used for infinity of uses 
depending on the fibre properties. Without going any further, Glass Fibre Reinforced 
Concrete (GFRC) is very good in making shapes on the front of any building and it is 
less dense than steel so it has been used in many exterior building façade panels and as 
architectural precast concrete. When pavements are referred the flexural strength 
contributed by the steel convert the SFRC as the best reinforce for this use. 
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SFRC pavements would perform closely as CRCP, being a continuous pavement with 
no joints needed where the steel fibres would keep tight together the cracks as well as 
assuming certain nonloading related stresses. This way, different rigid pavements using 
Continuous Reinforced Concrete have been switched by SFRC in order to improve their 
performance taking advantage of the SFRC concrete. Different applications where 
fibres are used instead of bars are listed below: 
- Thin sheet components where bars cannot be used. In this case fibres can exceed 
the 0,5% by volume and be higher than usual, increasing both strength and 
- toughness of the composite. It constitutes the primary reinforcement and can be 
classified as high performance FRC. 
- Components which must bear locally high loads or deformations. Tunnel 
linings, blast resistant structures or precast piles which must be hammered into 
the ground can be some example. 
- Components in which is necessary to control cracking because of humidity or 
temperature variations. Slabs or pavements can be an example. Those can be 
often referred as a secondary reinforcement. 
In the first one, where the fibres were considered as a primary reinforcement, they must 
play the role of the bars and they play an important role in the improvement of the 
tensile strength. However, for the other two cases the FRC focus their attention 
(although improving a little bit tensile strength) in the crack control and they improve 
concrete properties, as said before, after crack control. 
Boscatto and Russo (2009) developed an experiment on the cracking performance of 
ordinary reinforced concrete (RC) employed as industrial pavings by placing SFRC 
layers on the top. The aim of this study is to evaluate the influence of SFRC repairs of 
different thicknesses on the mechanical performance of RC slab, especially with respect 
to the crack pattern and level of cracking load. Different slabs with different thickness 
had been tested applying one load in the centre of the slab (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8:  Setup of experimental test (Boscatto, 2009) 
Figure 3.8 presents a drawing of the cracks’ distribution with increasing loading 
in the RC slab with and without the SFRC. The first radial cracks on the lower 
face can be observed in the RC slab (a) when load 1 (212 kN) is applied, the same 
as in the slab reinforced by SFRC (b). In the upper face, when load 2 is applied 
(243 kN) can be sawn different circular cracks in the non-reinforced slab. 
Opposite to this, the slab reinforced with the SFRC can control the fissure and 
avoid the circular cracking in the upper face. 
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Figure 3.9: Cracking sheme, (a) RC slab and (b) SFRC slab (Boscatto, 2009) 
As a conclusion can be said that the SFRC slab showed an excellent adherence 
between materials and no cracks were detected. The evident absence of cracking 
in the layer of SFRC due to the tensile stress can be observed in comparison with 
the circular cracks detected without the SFRC layer. Also different behaviour 
between the different SFRC thicknesses is observed, having the thicker SFRC 
layer a more diffused crack pattern due to a better distribution of the point load 
between the two collaborating material.  
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Chapter 4 
Fibre Reinforced Concrete 
4.1 Introduction 
The idea of using fibres goes further back to the ancient Egypt where straw was used to 
reinforce the clay in order to improve the brick resistance. Since then, a lot of examples 
about the same idea could be found. However, the use of fibres as it is understood 
nowadays is more recent. The investigation about Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete 
(SFRC) began 60 years ago, at years 50’s and 60’s, and in fact the first early theoretical 
studies about FRC were carried out with steel fibres. Last years a huge progress has 
been seen and new experiments have been realized trying to optimize the properties of 
the FRC. New fibres have been used from the conventional glass fibres, through natural 
fibres such as asbestos or cellulose, to the synthetic ones such as polypropylene or 
nylon. Also different geometries have been studied as well as different contents of fibres 
in the concrete. It is important to highlight that the exact proportion of those fibres and 
their combination with the matrix cement is what gets a stronger or a weaker 
reinforcement. 
When comparing different fibres is not difficult to realise that the low modulus of the 
majority of the fibres studied can increase the toughness of the concrete, but they do not 
increase necessarily the strength. However, the high modulus of elasticity of the steel 
converts it in the most used fibre and it can be found in many different structural 
constructions due to it improves the concrete strength capacity as well as control the 
cracking and improve its ductility. 
In the Figure 4.1 a sketch showing the difference of the cracking where using plain 
concrete and FRC can be seen. On one hand big cracks distributed around the plain 
concrete matrix can be observed, and on the other hand lots of micro-cracks distributed 
around the FRC matrix are found due to the fibres sew the matrix not allowing big 
cracks. This way, avoiding bigger cracks the damage such as the steel structure 
corroding the steel is reduced among many others. 
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Figure 4.1: Crack pattern in reinforced concrete (RC) and fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) elements 
subjected to tension. (Brandt, 2008) 
The Figure 4.2 shows different common stress-strain graphs for conventional and high 
performance FRC and helps to understand how they perform and the main properties 
and differences that they have. It has to be highlighting again that although fibres and 
bars have not got the same function they can have similar structural properties. In fact, 
the conventional bars reinforcement can perform closely to the high performance FRC, 
allowing an improvement of the maximum strength and not only post-cracking 
properties. Despite that, conventional reinforcement with bars is difficult to be replaced 
by the fibres reinforcement and they can also be used together in order to sum their 
advantages. 
 
Figure 4.2: Typical stress-strain curves for conventional and high performance FRC 
4.1.1 Structure of bulk cementitious matrix 
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The bulk cementitious matrix can be divided by pasta/mortar (cement / sand-water mix) 
and concrete (cement / sand /coarse aggregates-water mix). The first fibres reinforcing 
concrete had used mainly in thin shit components where bars cannot be used. In this 
case, fibre are used as the main reinforcement and the fibre content can rise up to 1,5-2 
% by volume. Otherwise, fibres can also be used as a secondary reinforcement which 
main objective would be just to control the presence of cracks without improving the 
concrete strength. In these case, the values of fibre used could be around 0,2%. Between 
both examples, through mixing technologies, several advanced matrix formulations with 
higher content of fibres based on the sophisticated control of the rheology and 
microstructure of the mix are found. 
The main disadvantage of steel fibres, which is important to be considered, is their 
tendency to ball together. The more fibre content the most probability the fibres have to 
ball and more control need to be considered. The balling can be controlled manually as 
well as mechanically by the use of dispensers and vibration screens. Past practical 
experiences showed that fibre balling can be avoided by adding the fibres after the 
concrete matrix is wet and by reducing the duration of concrete-fibre mixing. 
4.1.2 Different kinds of fibres 
Since the early use of asbestos fibres, a wide variety of other fibres have been used with 
hydraulic cements and for the last 40 years a widespread introduction of diverse types of 
fibres has been seen. Steel fibres have been commercialised since 1970 and nowadays 
are pretty used. Also polymer fibres have had an important use in cementations 
composite, and since 1980 have been used as a method of modifying fresh concrete 
properties. More recently, `macro’ synthetic fibres have been developed and since the 
year 2000 have been commercialised. It is important to note that new fibres and new 
applications go hand in hand and nowadays new fibres and have been developed and 
new applications found. 
Asbestos fibres have long been used in pipes and in corrugated or flat roofing sheets. 
Glass fibres are used primarily in precast panels (non-structural). Steel fibres have been 
used commonly in airport pavements or rigid pavements in general, and also in other 
applications such as slabs. Increasingly, polypropylene fibres are being used as 
secondary reinforcement, to control plastic shrinkage cracking, and a newer generation 
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of ‘structural polymer fibres’ may be applied for crack control in the hardened concrete. 
Vegetable fibres have been used in low-cost building materials. 
The following sketch sum up the different fibre types commented. 
 
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show different properties of the different type of fibres as well 
as some pictures of the most common ones. 
 
Figure 4.3: Typical properties of fibres (Bentur & Midness, 2007) 
 
 
# Abestos fibres 
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Figure 4.4: Images of the more common fibres 
A part of the type of fibre, many other aspects such as the fibre content, the geometry or 
mechanical properties influence on the tenacity, ductility or other possible concrete 
mixture properties’. The most significant parameter is the relation length – diameter 
 eL D , known as aspect ratio (slenderness). The length (L) is defined as the distance 
between the two extremes of the fibre measured in the geometric projection on the 
dominant axial. Otherwise, the equivalent diameter can be defined  eD can be defined 
directly as the nominal diameter or indirectly, when the fibre have not got circular 
shapes, by converting the area of the transversal section into an equivalent circle. A fibre 
is defined as a straight fibre when the located deformation from the axial is lower than 
30L , but always higher than the diameter. 
Another important parameter is the adherence fibre-concrete which is strongly 
influenced for the geometry of the fibre and plays a very important role in FRC 
behaviour. Fibres used to be straight but, in order to gain pull-out resistance fibres have 
enlarged, flattened or hooked ends, roughened surface textures or wavy profiles. 
Different sections and shapes are described in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Different section in steel fibres (Sarzalejo) 
Finally the amount of fibre in the concrete takes part of its ductility. Depending on the 
fibre content different properties may be found. High fibre content a part from 
improving the ductility can also give to the material a stress capacity improvement or 
better crack resistant properties. 
However, the most important is the correlation of all the commented characteristics and 
finally they adequate combination what can determine the concrete behaviour. One of 
the important things that must be taken into account about the fibres geometry is to solve 
the contradiction between the desired geometry to allow an easy handling of the fresh 
FRC and the required for the maximum efficiency of the harden concrete. It does exist a 
relationship between the minimum fibre dosage and the aspect ratio and it is observed 
that the higher the aspect ratio is the less minimum fibre dosage is needed. According to 
the McKeen theory about the average spacing of fibres in three dimension and adapting 
this theory with the European Codes on concrete structures, the following relationship 
can be deduced (LesaSystems, 2010 – Fibre dosage): 
Minimum dosage = 67658 ·  (aspect ratio) 2 (4.1) 
The longest are the fibres and smallest the diameters, the more efficient but more 
difficulties to handle. It means that we have to find the desired combination of longitude 
and diameter of the fibre in order to have the required workability and efficiency, so that 
lots of alternative combinations can be found. The results of a Modified Mc Kee law can 
be observed graphically in the following (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6: Fibre content – aspect ratio for a same effectivity (Sarzalejo) 
Finally, the individual shape of the fibres and their distribution in the cementitious 
matrix is important as well. Former the individual shape can be discrete separate 
monofilaments (fibres) or fibres assemblies bundled (asbestos or glass). Latter, 2 
different kinds of matrix can be distinguished:  
- The continuous matrix which consists in large fibres introduced in the matrix by 
different sophisticate techniques and looking for the wanted orientation. It is not 
a common method. 
- When fibres shorter than 50 mm are incorporated in the matrix getting an 
homogeneous mixture with the fibres (discrete short fibres). One method 
employed could be spraying and mixing. 
Figure 4.7 show the classification of fibre arrangements in one, two and three 
dimensions as well  as continuous (a,c) or discrete short fibres (b,d). 
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Figure 4.7: Fibre arrangement in the concrete matrix (Bentur & Midness, 2007) 
 
Talking about steel fibres, they should have good mechanical properties, with strength 
stress of about 211000kg cm . Steel fibres dimensions can vary between 12,7 – 63,5 mm 
long and 0,45 - 1 mm diameter. Moreover in the cementitious matrix the fibre content 
should not be less than 20-25 kg/m3 (0,025%-0,03% on volume)  and it can get up to 40-
80 kg/m3 (0, 5%-2% on volume). The aspect ratio should be high enough, varying 
between values of 50-70. As the range of values is big, lots of kinds of fibres can be used 
to reinforce concrete. As longest the fibre is, the bigger cracks are able to control. 
Also, desired properties can be gotten with a chemically treating of the fibre surface to 
improve its dispersion in the fresh matrix, modifying the rheological properties of the 
matrix. It is possible through the use of chemical admixtures or with optimizations of the 
matrix particle size distribution. Special production techniques to ensure that a 
sufficiently large volume of fibre can be dispersed in the matrix can also help in 
attaining the desired properties. 
To conclude, an example of the same specimen size using different kinds of fibre was 
realised (Bentur & Mindess, 2007) and in the following the different results of the test 
are shown (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.8). 
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Sample Type L (mm) d (mm) stress (Mpa)
A No fibre - - -
B Hooked ends 30 0,5 1172
C Hooked ends 30 0,4 1172
D Low carbon steel 379
E Brass-plated steel wire cord 18 0,25 2958
25,4 x 0,56 x 0,25
 
Table 4.1: Different geometries of fibres sampled 
 
Figure 4.8: Flexural behaviour of steel fibre shotcrete prepared with fibres described in Table 4.1 
(Bentur & Mindess, 2009) 
It is not difficult to observe that the no-fibre specimen breaks suddenly. The point of 
rupture coincide with the cc  (maximum deformation), and after that point, the no-fibre 
sample cannot absorb energy anymore. Other way, the samples reinforced with fibres, 
once the concrete cracks are able to absorb more energy (amount of energy was 
absorbed is proportional to the area under the curve) and keep bearing increment of load 
without fail. Finally, when the steel gets its maximum resistance and it starts to break, 
the sample starts to fail. It can be noticed that the first fibre reinforced sample that fails 
is the one with the lowest fiber strength. The aspect ratio (1/ d ) concept is not really 
useful when applied to deformed fibres. 
4.1.3 Structure of fibre-matrix interface 
Cementitious composites are characterized by an Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ) in 
the vicinity of the reinforcing inclusion. In there, the microstructure of the paste matrix 
is considerably different from that of the bulk paste away from the interface. In fact, the 
matrix in the vicinity is much more porous than in the bulk matrix what is reflected in 
the development of the microstructure as hydration advances: the initially water-filled 
transition zone does not develop the volume of CH crystals, which tend to deposit in 
large cavities (Bentur & Mindess, 2007). 
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In fibre reinforced composites, the transmission of forces between fibres and matrix is 
achieved through interfacial bond. Bond is considered the weak link that governs most 
of the mechanical properties of FRC. The main bond components include physical and 
chemical adhesion, friction, mechanical anchorage, and fibre-to-fibre interlook. 
The pullout characteristics of steel fibre in the cementitious matrix have been studied as 
a function of several variables such as fibre geometry, dimension or concrete properties. 
The effectiveness of fibre deformation in improving the pull-out resistance has been 
also proved (Banthia, 1990). A deformation of the fibre along its length is necessary in 
order to maximise the resistance to pull-out. However it might be problematic when a 
limit is exceeded due to it may cause premature matrix splitting and fracture in the 
pullout process. The fibre orientation also play an important role and the peak loads 
supported by fibres that are aligned in the direction of loading are higher than those 
supported by fibres inclined with respect to the loading direction (Banthia, 1994). 
Finally when matrix properties are referred, it is reported that the displacement 
measured at fibre failure (for fibres with waved shave) increases with the w/c content 
(Chanvillard, 1996). 
4.2 Mechanical properties 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The influence of the fibres cracks has been previously commented. Basically the fibres 
mixed with the concrete are able to create a stronger mixture so that the fibres are able to 
absorb the energy when the concrete is starting to crack, and this way it maintains the 
concrete stick. In other words the fibres are sewing the concrete cracked and absorbing 
the load that, if fibres were not there, it would bring the concrete to a failure. 
A part from the conventional FRC, many of the modern high performance steel fibre 
composites exhibit also strain hardening as well as the multiple cracking or post-
cracking properties. Moreover, by improving the strain properties they will also get a 
much higher toughness than the conventional low fibre volume FRC. These modern 
improved properties are gotten with higher fibre content (up to more than 2%) and it is 
what is known as High Performance Fibre Reinforced Cement Composites (HPFRCC). 
A part from all the advantages that it entails which allow a slab thickness reduction, 
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saving material and reducing the weight of the slabs, a main problem can appear as it is 
the mixing and the balling of the fibres. So it is strongly necessary to take care about it 
in the mixing procedure, by mixing slowly and spending during more time than usual. 
The comparison between conventional FRC and HPFRCC is shown in the Figure 4.9. 
The main difference is that HPFRCC allows the sample to crack in a smaller and more 
cracks, due to the presence of more fibres, improving the performance (strain hardening) 
in flexion as well as in direct tensile loading. The following example shows only the 
traction behaviour. Similar behaviour, however, is observed when flexion is tested, 
being the deflection hardening the equivalent of the strain hardening when the volume of 
fibres is higher than the critical. The deflection softening would be equivalent to the 
softening branch when the fissure starts to be focussed in one unique crack. 
 
Figure 4.9: Typical load-deflection response curves of fibre reinforced cement composites (Naaman, 
2003) 
The conventional SFRC element before the 1st crack has a linear behaviour, the same as 
HPFRCC. The first cracking strength is known as Limit Of Proportionality (LOP), and it 
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is named in the Figure 4.9 as cc . So, when LOP is reached, although keep bearing and 
showing few toughness, there is a slow decrease (softening branch) in the conventional 
FRC. In contrast, the HPFRCC allows a multiple cracking instead of a single crack, 
which absorbs much more energy and improve the stress capacity (stain hardening). The 
multiple cracking is followed by the softening branch area once the maximum strength 
post-fissure is reached, cp . From this point on, the concrete does not accept more stress 
and the residual strength start to decrease (softening branch). Now the crack is focused 
in only one fissure which is rising until it fails. 
The volume of fibres will determine the behaviour of the concrete. In fact, when fibres 
are added, it does exist a critical volume of fibres which higher values would represent 
strain hardening and lower values would represent stain softening. This critical volume 
varies depending on if direct tensile loading or flexion is applied, being higher in the 
first case. This way, it is possible that a material shows a stress hardening in flexion 
losing at the same time direct tensile loading hardening properties. It can happen when 
the volume of fibres of the HPFRCC is reduced, and then the concrete would be named 
as Deflection Hardening High Performance Fiber Reinforced Cement Concrete 
(DHPFRCC). 
The performance of the SFRC is influenced by a large number of factors that involves 
the fibres (type, geometry, aspect ratio, volume, orientation, distribution…), the matrix 
(strength, maximum aggregate size…) or the geometry (size, geometry, method of 
preparation, loading rate…). Many of these parameters have been discussed before. 
Based on theses parameters, Naaman suggested different equations to predict the first 
cracking strength ( cc ) as well as the post cracking strength ( cp ) (Naaman, 1987). 
4.2.2 Compression strength 
The compression strength of the concrete is not largely influenced when fibres are 
added. The most important sign of the improvement in the compression properties in 
which fibres contribute is a slight improvement on the ductility. It can also vary 
depending on the fibre content, being the more fibre the most ductility of the concrete. 
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Generally, the mechanical characteristics of the concrete are determined by uniaxial 
compression tests. They consist of a specified length specimen (15 cm diameter and 30 
cm high or cubes of 15 cm) subjected to a pressure in each one of their extremes (Figure 
4.10). 
 
Figure 4.10: Compression test 
Different strength-stress curves can be obtained (Figure 4.11) when different 
components of the concrete are modified, varying the values in the gap between 20 to 80 
MPa. 
 
Figure 4.11: Different strength – stress curves varying concrete components (Llopiz, 2001) 
 
It can be observed that while the resistance is increased: 
- Modulus increases: Does exist a relation between cmE  and cmf  (average 
compressive resistance of the concrete when 28 days old). This relation can be 
expressed as 38500cm cmE f   (EHE08, chapter 39.6) 
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- Longer lineal behaviour 
- Less deformation 
- Deformation for the maxim stress increases 
Finally, a fibre content variation can also modify the curve load-deflection by adding 
ductility. Figure 4.12 shows how, with a given concrete, the load-deflection curve vary 
when varying the fibres content. The higher the amount of fibres is the more the ductility 
of the material. 
 
Figure 4.12: Load-deflection curve example with different fibre content 
4.2.3 Tensile strength 
The tensile strength of the plain concrete is not high enough to be used in many cases 
and so that different reinforcements have been used. This is, the presence of fibres 
represent a bi improvement on the concrete tensile properties, overall after the first 
crack. The % of fibres is also relevant when assessing the tensile strength of the FRC. If 
low dosages are used the main improvements are showed in the post-cracking properties, 
allowing the material to keep absorbing energy. However, when high dosages are used 
(about 2% ), even a part from the post-cracking properties also a improvement of the 
maximum load capacity is expected (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.13: P-  for SFRC with (a) small percentage of fibres and (b) high percentage of fibres 
(Sarzalejo) 
The tensile strength can be assessed in several different ways. Direct and indirect test 
should be distinguished. 
 
Although it does not exist any approved standard about direct tests, a test is being 
approved in Italy (UNI U73041440). It consists of a cylindric or rectangular specimen 
with a perimeter cut of about 3mmx12mm to force the fissure at that determinate point. 
The specimen will be stretched from the top and the bottom and the fissure opening will 
be measured.  
Referring on indirect tests, two of them are being commented: The Brazilian test and the 
Flexion test. The first one consist on a cylindrical specimen (it is also possible with a 
cubic or prismatic one) on which is applied a compression load along its length (Figure 
4.14). 
 Direct test 
 
 
 Indirect Test 
 
Brazilian Test 
 
 
Bending Test  
On a beam 
On a plaque (punching test) 
3 Point  bending Test 
 
4 Point Bending Test 
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Figure 4.14: Brazilian test sketch and physic instrument used for the test (Sarzalejo) 
The fissure occurs orthogonally to the applied load obtaining the maximum indirect 
tensile strength when the first crack starts.  
The second indirect test is going to be commented is the bending test. It is the most 
common due to its facilities to be employed and its similarities with the practical 
situations. It also evidences better than in the other tests the ductility offered by the 
fibres. Two different bending tests will be described: 
On one hand we have the bending tests on a beam which at the same time are divided 
into Three Point Bending Test (3PBT) and Four Point Bending Test (4PBT) (Figure 
4.15). The aims of these tests are to determine the tenacity shown through the fibres. The 
test results can be represented by the Load-vertical deflection curve as well as by the 
Load-Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD). 
 
Figure 4.15:  Test design of both (A)  3 PBT and (B) 4 PBT 
Depending on the country different dimensions of the beam are found. The RILEM Test 
is the one worldwide accepted and beam dimensions are a 150 x 150 mm transversal 
section with 550 mm of minimum longitudinal length. The specimen also has a small 
notch at the centre of the lower face of the beam, with no more than 5 mm width and 25 
mm long. 
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On the other hand the test applied on a plaque or also denominated punching test was 
codified for the first time on 1989 by the French railways company. The aim of the test 
is to apply a centred load on a squared or circular plaque and measure the energy 
absorbed. 
4.3 Design methods 
The most common design methods are based on the same fundamentals of the 
conventional reinforcement concrete. Two design recommendations have been published 
(RILEM TC 162-TDF, 2000; DVB, 1996) using the equivalent flexural strength as a 
parameter to characterise the post-cracking behaviour. The present document is focused 
in the RILEM technical committee on “Test and design methods of steel fibre reinforced 
concrete” (RILEM TC 162-TDF, 2003) which published stress-strain (  ) design 
guideline for SFRC based on the design of Eurocode 2 (ENV 1992-1-1, 1992). This 
guideline contains design provisions for the ultimate limit states of bending and shear, 
and serviceability limit state of cracking. 
However, the RILEM proposed method should be applied in fiber reinforced concrete 
used for structural issues and not for slabs-on-grade. This way, the design of slabs-on-
grade will be assessed based on the third edition of the Concrete Society TR 34 
(Concrete Society, 2003). The two previous editions (1988, 1994) were based on the 
elastic analyses developed in 1920s by Westergaard which have been used traditionally 
in ground-supported slabs design. Those methods took account of the rapid development 
of new construction methods and gave guidance on thickness design. The 1994 edition 
of this Technical Report had already an Appendix based on the plastic design methods 
(Appendix F) but was finally the design approach of the last edition (2003) the one 
based on limit state design, in line with the modern codes of practice compatible with 
BS8110 and Eurocode 2. 
4.3.1 RILEM TC162-TDF 
Similar concepts to the conventional reinforced concrete are turned out in FRC. The 
main difference is that an equivalent flexural tensile strength is defined in FRC to 
characterise the post-cracking behaviour. This way, the design of SFRC according to the 
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   diagram (RILEM, 2003) is based on the same fundamentals than the design of the 
normal reinforced concrete. 
The compressive part of the RILEM stress-strain relationship was defined by standard 
tests, either on concrete cylinders  150 mm, 300 mmh   or concrete cubes 
 150 mmside  . The design principle are based on the 28-day strength characteristic, 
defined as the value of strength below which no more than 5% of the population of all 
possible strength determination of the volume of the concrete under consideration, are 
expected to fall. The tensile part of the stress-stain relationship was described in terms of 
the uni-axial tensile strength ( ,ctk axf ) and the equivalent flexural tensile strength. When 
only the compressive strength fckf  has been determined, they may be derived from the 
following equations (RILEM, 2003): 
  23, 0,3ctm ax fckf f    2N mm  (4.2) 
 , ,0,7fctk ax fctm axf f    2N mm  (4.3) 
 , ,0,6fct ax fct flf f    2N mm  (4.4) 
 , ,0,7fctk fl fctm flf f    2N mm  (4.5) 
Some important values of these strengths in SFRC are collected in Table 4.2. 
Strength class
of SFRC
ffck 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
ffctm,fl 3,7 4,3 4,8 5,3 5,8 6,3 6,8
ffctk,fl 2,6 3 3,4 3,7 4,1 4,4 4,8
Efcm 29 30,5 32 33,5 35 36 37
C40/50 C45/55 C50/60C20/25 C25/30 C30/37 C35/45
 
Table 4.2: Steel Fibre Reinforced concrete strength classes: characteristic compressive strength fctk 
(cylinders), mean fctm,fl and characteristic ffck,fl flexural tensile strength in N/mm2; mean secant 
modulus of elasticity in kN/mm2,  
When bending tests are performed, application of the    design guideline requires 
the evaluation of the material properties, such as eqf  and resf , which are essential for the 
characterisation of post-cracking bending behaviour of SFRC. To get both values, the 
RILEM guideline uses a three-point loading test and evaluates: 
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- Equivalent resistance ( eqf ): It is the area below the curve applied force – 
deflection. The RILEM test describes two different equivalent resistances 
 ,2 ,3,eq eqf f  based on two specified deflections  2 3,  . 
- Residual resistance ( resf ): A new model of the tensile stress-stain relationship 
was developed on the basis of the residual strength ( resf ) at a tensile strain of 
25%º . The residual resistance can be obtained based on 4 forces obtained 
( ,1 ,4,...,R RF F ) corresponding with a CMOD of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5.  
4.3.2.1 Equivalent resistances 
The two equivalent resistances can be measured as follow, based on the load-
deflection diagrams (Figure 4.16): 
 
Figure 4.16: Load-deflection diagram (RILEM, 2003) 
The energy absorption capacity ( ,2BZD  and ,3BZD ) are the areas under the load-deflection 
curve up to deflections 2  and 3  respectively. They consist in two parts: 
- ,2
b
BZD  and ,3
b
BZD  which is the energy absorbed by the plain concrete. 
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- ,2
f
BZD  and ,3
f
BZD  which is the energy absorbed by the influence of the steel fibres. 
The dividing line between the two parts can be simplified by a straight line connecting 
the point on the curve corresponding to LF  and the point on the abscissa “ 0,3  mm”. 
The deflections 2  and 3  are defined as (RILEM, 2003): 
2 0,65L   mm 
3 2,65L   mm 
Being ,22 0,5
f
BZDF  and ,33 0,5
f
BZDF   the mean forces recorded in the shadowed areas ,2fBZD  
and ,3
f
BZD  respectively. Assuming the stress distribution showed in Figure 4.17, 
 
Figure 4.17: Stress distribution (RILEM, 2003) 
 
 
0,5 2
2 3 6
eq sp sp sp
eq
f b h h b h
M f
         (4.6) 
where: 
b  is the width of the specimen 
sph  is the distance between the tip of the notch and the top of cross section 
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and making (4.6) equal to the moment at mid-span 
4
F LM   (being L  is the span of 
the specimen), , the equivalent flexural tensile strength can be obtained by (4.7) and 
(4.8): 
 ,22,2
3 3
2 2 0,5
f
BZ
eq
sp sp
DF L Lf
b h b h
         
 (4.7) 
 ,33,3
3 3
2 2 2,5
f
BZ
eq
sp sp
DF L Lf
b h b h
         
 (4.8) 
4.3.1.2 Residual resistance 
RILEM test also define 4 residual flexural tensile strengths ,R if   1,..., 4i  which are 
determined by the Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD) and it is the parameter 
which determines the post-cracking behaviour of the SFRC. Figure 4.24 shows the Load 
– CMOD diagram where ,R iF  represent the load recorded at iCMOD . 
 
Figure 4.18: Load – CMOD diagram (RILEM, 2003) 
So the residual strength can be obtained from the expression (following the same 
reasoning followed to obtain eqf ): 
 ,, 2
3
2
R i
R i
sp
F L
f
bh
  (4.9) 
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The Limit Of Proportionallity (LOP) is the highest value the    diagram reaches 
which is related with the first crack. It is obtained from the corresponding LF  by 
applying the equation (4.9).  
From the different test realised by RILEM, the following simplified    diagram is 
adopted (Figure 4.19): 
 
Figure 4.19:  Simplified    diagram adopted by RILEM 
with: 
 1 ,0,7 1,6fctm flf d       2d in m N mm  11
cE
   
2 ,10, 45 R hf      2N mm  2 1 0,1%    
3 ,40,37 R hf      2N mm  3 0,25%   
  139500c ctmE f    2N mm   
h : size factor 
   cm 12,51,0 0,6 | 12,5 60 cm
47,5h h
h       
The 0,45 and 0,37 factors are determined by predefining the position of the neutral axis 
and taking into account the residual strengths considering an elastic distribution of 
strengths, what it is not generally true. This way, several hypothesis are considered such 
as F  (strength in the fissure area) is constant and the fissured high is approximately at 
66% and 90 % above the notch tip for ,1rf  and ,4rf  respectively. 
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However this model may overestimate the bending resistance as had been proved for 
SFRC beams that did not contain conventional steel reinforcement (Erdem, 2003). The 
overestimation of the bending resistance is caused by the application of the same tensile 
stress-strain relationship for the modelling of the bending behaviour of SFRC elements 
with different material characteristics. Moreover it has been also observed in beams 
containing conventional reinforcement that the more fibre contents the more the 
inaccuracy. Also it has been noted that the different material characteristic or the 
effectiveness of the fibres as well their orientation, among others, played an important 
role when getting the bending moment. This way, the Erdem’s study proposes the use of 
factors on the values of eqf  and resf  in order to reduce the overestimation. 
4.3.2 Slabs-on-grade 
4.3.2.1 Introduction 
When talking about the design of a FRC pavement, the guidelines referring about the 
industrial floor design will be taken into account, although they are not intended to be 
used in the design or construction of external paving or for conventional suspended 
floors in buildings. It is obvious that the loads expected on an industrial floor are not the 
same than the traffic loads that would need to bear a highway pavement. However, the 
properties of the concrete slab will be the same.   
The determination of the strength of the slab is based on plastic analysis so it requires 
that the slab has adequate ductility with sufficient fibres providing a post-cracking 
behaviour. 
4.3.2.2 Sub-grade 
There are two different models which can be used to represent the soil behaviour under 
load. Both methods are explained below: 
On one hand we have the Winkler’s method. In 1867, Winkler assumed that the sub-
grade may be considered to act as several closely spaced independent springs. This 
model was subsequently developed by Wastergaard, who assumed that the slab acts as 
homogeneous, isotropic elastic solid in equilibrium and that the reactions from the sub-
grade are vertical only and proportional to the deflection of the slab (Wastergaard, 
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1926).  This method is used mainly in rigid pavements design where the Wastergaard 
theory can be applied, and it has been treated in Annex A.4.2. 
On the other hand, the Californian Bearing Ratio (CBR) (also commented in Annex 
A.4.2) is basically a measure of strength based on the comparison of the bearing material 
capacity with a well-graded crushed stone. CBR and k can be related as shown in the 
Figure 4.20: 
 
Figure 4.20: Relation between k and CBR (Concrete Society, 2003) 
In addition to k, Westergaard introduced the concept of radius of relative stiffness  l  
which can be obtained as: 
  
0,25
3
212 1
cmE hl
k
       
 (4.10) 
 
Where 
0,3
22000
10
cm
cm
fE       is the Young’s modulus of concrete with 8cm ckf f   the 
mean compressive strength of plain concrete cylinders and ckf  the characteristic 
compressive strength of plain concrete. Moreover, h  is the overall depth of the slab 
(mm) and   the Poisson’s ratio (usually taken as 0,2). 
As it can be appreciate in the Figure 4.21, l  represents the distance from the 
concentrated load P where the bending moment decreases to zero. The maximum 
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moment positive is reached when the load is applied, and the maximum negative 
moment becomes at 2 l  from the load. Again, the moment approaches zero at 3 l  from 
the load (Concrete Society, 2003). 
 
Figure 4.21: Approximate distribution of bending moments for an internal load (Concrete Society, 
2003) 
The failure of the centrally applied load is a lineal crack initiated in the bottom face of 
the slab where the tensile strength is the highest and it is transferred up until the 
mechanism collapse. Also different cracks appear in the bottom face and grow up 
diagonally to the load. Falker and Teutsch (1993) investigated the influence of the 
modulus of the slab of the sub-grade, steel fibre and content on the ultimate bearing 
load. Based on the cracking progress, they distinguished between the three different 
behavioural regions. Figure 4.22 shows the load-displacement graph where three regions 
can be distinguished: 
 
Figure 4.22: Typical load-displacement response of SFRC ground slab (Falkner and Teutsch, 1993) 
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Region I: Represents the initial un-crack behaviour of the slab. 
Region II: Is governed by the formation of small radial cracks in the central area where 
the load is applied. 
Region III: Represents the behaviour when cracks spread in the slab until collapse 
4.3.2.3 Design 
Plastic analysis of the slab combined with an elastic model for the sub-grade is what it 
has been a long time used for conventional reinforced slabs. When fibres are used 
instead conventional reinforcement, the same treatment can be carried out. This is 
justified by the sub-grade is likely to remind with an elastic behaviour due to the small 
deflections necessary to develop plastic hinges (yield lines) in the slab of reinforced 
concrete slab with normal amount of steel. 
As it is obvious in a slab the maximum capacity is not reached everywhere at the same 
time so that the “yield moment” can be taken as the average moment in the plastic 
hinges (cracks). This yield moment will normally be less than the cracking moment. The 
more fibres are taken, the higher the ductility and the higher the yield moment. The yield 
moment is obtained based on the residual strength derived from the load-deformation 
properties of the fibre concrete in standard bending tests. In the Concrete Society 
Guideline the residual strength used is the ,3ef  which express the average load applied as 
the beam deflects to 3 mm. In fact it is described as a ratio ,3eR , which is a measure of 
the ductility of SFRC, which in turn express the ,3ef  as a ratio of the load at first crack 
(concrete strength). The deflection-load curves are commonly measured using the 
Japanese Standard test method JSCE-SF4 (JSCE, 1985), which uses beams in a third-
point loading arrangement (Figure 4.23). 
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Figure 4.23: Load- deflection curve obtained with JSCE SF4 test. (Timuran, 2007) 
An example of the comparison of different reinforcement systems which will help to 
clarify and understand the slab-on-grade design is being described in the following 
(LesaSystem, 2010 – Floor brochure). 
Three system floors are going to be described and subsequently (Figure 4.24) will sum 
up the stresses for the three different system floors will be summarized. Firstly, a 
prestressed slab will be studied. The aim of the prestressing is to put the slab in 
compression so that the tensile stress exerted by the applied loads never exceeds the 
tensile strengths of the concrete. This would be an ideal option for floors construction 
due to the cracking should be difficult to occur. However, its high costs make this option 
not suited to most of grade applications. In Figure 4.24 can be observed as the sum of 
the prestressed stress (negative) plus the stresses due to load (positive) are the one used 
when calculating the maximum bending moment. 
Secontly, the slab presents a reinforcement placed in the top of the slab in order to 
control the cracking. However the mesh is not considered as a structural reinforcement 
and the slab is designed as a plain concrete slab, being the unique stress the one on the 
concrete. 
Finally the steel fibre reinforced concrete situation is the most complex to understand. 
Basically the steel fibres are homogeneously distributed in the slab but they are 
performing in different ways. The top edge is governed by the concrete compressive 
strength and the aim of the steel fibres is to control the micro-cracking. However, the 
bottom edge is supposed to be cracked and the fibres will be absorbing energy and 
bearing the tensile strength. This way, the equivalent flexural strength previously 
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commented is taken into account when calculating the maximum strength. The main aim 
of the fibres is to reduce the crack width by a micro-cracking fracture instead of the 
macro-cracking expected in the plain concrete. The micro-cracking model is the 
responsible to give the ductility to the concrete. The higher the fibre dosage the smaller 
the crack distances between micro-cracks and the most the ductility of the concrete.  
 
Figure 4.24: Stresses blocks for different floor systems (LesaSystem, 2010 – floor brochure) 
4.3.2.4 SFRC properties 
The standard method of specifying for most structural applications is by characteristic 
cube strength. However, the important strength parameter for ground supported slabs is 
the flexural strength. Flexural tensile strength of concrete is not common and the draft of 
“Eurocode 2” fixed relationships, based on the empirical data, are used to calculate 
flexural tensile strength. The plain concrete characteristic flexural strength ( ,ctk flf ) is 
described below (Concrete Society, 2003): 
    , 0,5 0,5
2001 2ctk fl ctk ctkf f fh
       
            2mmN  (4.11) 
where: 
h the total slab thickness  mm  with 100h mm .  
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 0,5ctkf  is  the characteristic axial tensile strength of plain concrete 
    230,5 0,7 0,7 0,3ctm ckctkf f f                 2mmN  (4.12) 
 
ctmf  is the mean axial strength of plain concrete 
ckf  is the characteristic compressive strength of plain concrete 
 
where  0,51 1 200 2k d    and where d  is the effective depth and is taken as 0,75h  
Finally the positive and negative bending moment is defined as: 
   2, ,3 6ctk flp ec
f hM R
     
 (4.13) 
 
2
,
6
ctk fl
n
c
f hM 
    
 (4.14) 
where: 
,3eR  is the equivalent flexural strength ratio, a measure of the ductility of SFRC, which 
express the average load applied as the beam deflects to 3 mm (expressed as a ratio of 
the load at first crack) and c  is the partial safety factor for concrete 
It is worth noticing that the negative moment (4.14) does not include the effects of the 
fibres due to the cracks will be produced by the compression of the concrete in the upper 
face of the beam. The positive moment (4.13) does include the equivalent flexural 
strength ratio due to the post-cracking behaviour allowed by the fibres. 
Finally, the minimum shear strength of the plain concrete ( ,Rd cdV ) and the design shear 
strength provided by the steel fibres can be calculated ( ,Rd fdV ) are given by equations 
(4.15) and (4.16). The total of the design shear capacity of the SFRC is the sum of these 
two strengths. 
 
3 1
2 2
, 10,035Rd cd ckV k f    (4.15) 
 , ,3 ,0,12Rd fd e ctk flV R f    (4.16) 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis of pavement structures 
5.1 Introduction 
So far, the properties of flexible and rigid pavements as well as the SFRC properties 
have been discussed. Subsequently, the pavement design calculated according to the 
AASHTO Guide (AASHTO, 1993) which can be found in the Annex A, will be used in 
order to know the stresses and to compare, in terms of ultimate moment, different rigid 
pavement alternatives. The slab-on-grade behaviour and stresses have been previously 
commented and are going to be used in the subsequent calculations. 
Mainly the comparison is going to be focused on three different possible solutions of 
rigid pavement. Former the plain concrete pavement design, which is obtained straight 
from the design of rigid pavement of Annex A. Latter, conventional steel bars 
reinforcement will be studied. Their goal is to add structural capacity to the concrete as 
well as to control the temperature cracks of the slab or increase concrete toughness. 
Finally, how a SFRC pavement behaves is going to be compared with the conventional 
reinforcement, analysing its viability and the possible advantages that it can carry out. 
5.2 Plain concrete 
The pavement design that is going to be studied will be the 12 inches (30,5 cm) PCC 
slab on a semi-infinite sub-grade depth. According to the Annex A, it would correspond 
to a 20 years design period with a 90% or also to a 30 years design project with a 95% 
of reliability. The PCC slab properties will be described by a characteristic flexural 
strength which was selected of , 5,17ctk flf  MPa. Moreover, as commented, the safety 
factor that is going to be used will be 1,5c  . 
As the whole slab will be homogeneous the same properties when compressing and 
traction will be defined so both the negative and the positive moment can be obtained 
as:  
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2 2
, 5,17 305 53,44 kNm
6 1,5 6
ctk fl
n p
c
f hM M        (5.1) 
5.3 Conventional reinforced concrete 
A research commissioned for the Concrete Society has examined the potential for taking 
advantage of the structural enhancement provided by the steel fabric used in ground-
supported floors. The bar reinforcement should be located near the top surface 
respecting the respective cover.  
According to the Concrete Society guide for industrial floors (Concrete Society, 2003) 
the positive bending moment capacity is calculated from: 
 
0,95 s y
p
s
A f d
M 
    (5.2) 
where: 
sA  is the area of steel 
yf  is the characteristic strength of the steel 
d  is the effective depth 
s  is the partial safety factor for steel 
Otherwise, the negative bending moment capacity is given by the plain concrete. 
The positive moment must be higher than the moment that would bear the plain 
concrete in order to ensure the steel bars are working correctly. This way, the minimum 
area of steel can be obtained by making equal both values. The higher is the steel are the 
highest will be the bending moment capacity. The minimum area is measured in 
equation (5.4) isolating sA  from (5.2). Considering that a steel B 500-S will be used, the 
characteristic strength will be 500 MPayf  . This time, the safety factor that is going 
to be used is 1,15c  . The effective depth will be, if a cover of 35mm is considered, 
calculated as 305 35 270 mmd h r      . 
 
2
,
,min 0,95 6
ctk fls
s
y c
f hA
d f

     (5.3) 
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2
2
,min
1,15 5,17 305 0, 48 mm mm
0,95 270 500 1,5 6s
A       (5.4) 
Considering a meter of slab, the amount of steel needed will be 480 mm2. Considering a 
12  bars, the number of bars needed per metre of slab would be  
  ,min 2 2
100 480 4, 24
6
2
sAn
D 
  
, (5.5) 
what means that the minimum reinforcement would be a 12  bar of B 500-S steel every 
100 4, 24 23,6  mm. 
If the distance between bars is now reduced to 20 mm, the steel area will raise 
considerably. The number of bars per metre according to the new distance will grow up 
to 5, so the sA  will be slightly higher. This way, the maximum bending moment is 
calculated in the following: 
 
2 2
2125 565, 49 mm
4 4s
DA n                   (5.6) 
and applying the equation (5.2): 
  0,95 1130,97 1000 500 270 63,06
1,15p
M
     kNm (5.7) 
It is observed that maximum bending moment has increased. If it needs to be improved 
again, the space between bars can be reduced and, the more the sA  is, the most bending 
moment capacity is reached.  
5.4 Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete 
The SFRC design is characterised by the equivalent flexural strength ratio ( ,3eR ) 
according to the Japanese Standard JSCE SF-4. The obtained Re,3  predicts the increase 
in the flexural capacity of steel fibre reinforced concrete slabs over plain concrete slabs. 
In order to design a SFRC slab-on-grade in accordance with the Concrete Society 
Guidelines (UK) it is necessary for the value of Re,3  to be grater than 30%. Under this 
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critical value the slab will behave as an unreinforced plain concrete slab that should be 
designed using the formulae of Westergard. 
Different kinds of Wirand® steel fibers are used for the structural design, based on 
Maccaferri’s experimental data base (MACCAFERRI, 2009). In Table 5.1 several low-
carbon cold-drawn steel wire fibres are described. Subsequently, in Table 5.2, their 
respective flexural toughness factor Re,3 corresponding to different fibre dosages are 
shown. Some conclusion is going to be finally drawn regarding the different steel 
properties behaviours. 
Tensile
Strength (Mpa)
Wirand® FF1 > 1100 50 1 50 3200
Wirand® FF3 > 1100 50 0,75 67 5700
Wirand® FS1 > 1200 37 0,55 67 14300
Wirand® FS3N > 1100 33 0,75 44 8600
Wirand® FS4N > 1200 33 0,6 55 14900
Wirand® FS7 > 1200 33 0,55 60 16100
nº fibres/kgFiber type Aspect ratioL (mm) D (mm)
 
Table 5.1: Fibers properties 
 
25 30 35 40 45 50
Wirand® FF1 57 64 71 77 83 89
Wirand® FF3 74 88 97 102 108 112
Wirand® FS1 75 93 109 122 134 142
Wirand® FS3N 42 55 57 63 70 75
Wirand® FS4N 49 58 67 75 81 87
Wirand® FS7 65 79 92 103 113 120
Fiber type Fiber dosage (kg/m
3)
 
Table 5.2: Flexural strength ratio ( ,3eR ) 
Plotting the results obtained about the flexural equivalent ratio is easy to prove the 
direct relation between ,3eR  and the fibre dosage (Figure 5.1). Also, if the Table 5.1 is 
observed, it can be proved that the most aspect ratio (FS1 and FF3) the fibre have, the 
higher the value ,3eR  is. Oppositely, the less aspect ratio (FS3N), the lower the ,3eR  is.  
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Figure 5.1: Relation between the Equivalent Flexural Ratio ,3eR and the fiber dosage according to 
the different fibers described in Table 5.1. 
It also can be observed that ,3eR  can vary from 57% up to 147%, which let us think that 
the SFRC slab can vary its performance depending on the chosen fibre because it is 
related proportionally with the maximum bending moment (4.13). The more fibre 
dosage as well as the more aspect ratio, the most the maximum bending moment ( pM ) 
is. Considering again the same fibres with their respective values and considering the 
equation (4.13), the values of pM  are described for all the different kind of fibres and 
dosages in Table 5.3. The PCC properties will be again the same used in the plain 
concrete design example so the characteristic flexural strength used is , 5,17ctk flf  MPa. 
The safety coefficient to be applied is the same as in the plain concrete so a factor of 
1,5c  will be applied on the characteristic flexural strength. 
25 30 35 40 45 50
Wirand® FF1 30,46 34,20 37,94 41,15 44,36 47,56
Wirand® FF3 39,55 47,03 51,84 54,51 57,72 59,85
Wirand® FS1 40,08 49,70 58,25 65,20 71,61 75,88
Wirand® FS3N 22,44 29,39 30,46 33,67 37,41 40,08
Wirand® FS4N 26,19 31,00 35,80 40,08 43,29 46,49
Wirand® FS7 34,74 42,22 49,16 55,04 60,39 64,13
Fiber type Fiber dosage (kg/m
3)
 
Table 5.3: Maximum positive bending moment ( pM ) depending on different fibers dosage 
If the results obtained above about plain concrete pavement design are considered (5.1), 
it can be appreciated that with most of the fibres the maximum moment is not 
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necessarily improved during the post-craking behaviour of the SFRC. However, in a 
highway pavement the improvement of the bending moment capacity is not the most 
important due to high concentrated loads are not applied. This way, the most important 
improvement of the SFRC is focused on the fatigue resistance and the ductility of the 
concrete that it allows. Also the improvement of the plain concrete performance could 
be important when good quality fibres are used, reaching twice the maximum bending 
moment of plain concrete slab. By observing the Table 5.3, it also can be easily proved 
that there are several types of fibres with different fibre dosage that improve the 53,44 
kNm that represent the maximum bending moment in the studied example. 
The slab thickness reduction could also suppose the reduction of lot of material as well 
as construction time so sometimes it is important to be taken into account when 
designing a pavement. In fact, a slab thickness reduction can be translated into many 
sustainable aspects as well as economic saves. It should be noted that a highway can be 
several kilometres long, so although the thickness reduction is only few centimetres a 
lot of material can be saved, what leads not only to a lower construction cost but also to 
a reduction of waste material. Moreover, a lot of material probably does not need to be 
excavated of the esplanade what can be translated into reduction of time (and money) as 
well as reduction of the CO2 emissions caused by the machine works.  
Based on the already available data, discussion will be done by calculating which slab 
reduction would be obtained when varying the fibre dosage maintaining the concrete 
and the type of fibre, as well as the bending moment requests. Obviously the aim of 
reducing the slab thickness is not to lose the bending strength, so only the cases where 
the use of fibres would suppose a bending moment improvement will be considered to 
reduce their thickness. It will be, this way, only on a specific dosages of Wirand® FF3, 
FS1 and FS7. 
The slab thickness desired would be obtained by isolating h on equation (4.13). 
  , ,36 c nctk fl e
Mh
f R
     (5.8) 
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So the slab thickness reduction would be summarized in Table 5.4. Reductions of 15 % 
can be obtained by using SFRC instead of plain concrete, when some specific fibres are 
used.: 
fibre type dosage Re,3 thickness thickness reduction (%)
40 102 302,00 0,98
45 108 293,49 3,77
50 112 288,20 5,51
35 109 292,14 4,22
40 122 276,14 9,46
45 134 263,49 13,61
50 142 255,96 16,08
40 103 300,53 1,46
45 113 286,93 5,93
50 120 278,43 8,71
Wirand® FF3
Wirand® FS1
Wirand® FS7
 
Table 5.4: Slab thickness reduction when using SFRC pavement  
Summing up, it has been seen as both the aspect ratio and the fibre dosage are related to 
the enhancement of the equivalent flexural ratio, and consequently to the maximum 
bending moment. The enhancement of the Mp could be translated as a reduction of the 
slab thickness when no extra bending capacity is needed. This slab thickness reduction 
could allow a lot of savings in the construction (it must be considered both, the concrete 
saved price and the steel fibres price). Depending on the fibres the thickness reduction 
could be moving around a 15% of the slab thick for dosages of 40 – 45 kg/m3. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
The present work was firstly focused on a practical case of a flexible and rigid 
pavement. The first goal was to compare each other, analysing the involved materials 
and their main properties. Subsequently, the rigid pavement focussed the final study 
with the comparison of the properties related with the plain concrete as well as the 
reinforced concrete.  
It is a fact that the concrete does not work at traction as well as it does at compression, 
so that, the tensile properties of the steel are used to improve this fact. It does exist 
different reinforcements and mainly two of them have been discussed, the conventional 
reinforcement and the fibre reinforcement. 
On one side, the conventional reinforcement consists of continuous steel bars of 
diameters around 12 – 16 mm situated longitudinally in the concrete matrix. When a 
load is applied and the bottom layer start cracking, the steel bars avoid the failure and 
keep resisting the applied load. As the steel strength is higher than the concrete strength, 
the bending capacity is improved and after the first crack the load capacity keeps 
growing. In the example described in the present work, the use of a conventional 
reinforcement supposed an increase of a 15% on the maximum bearing moment. This 
value could be improved by increasing the amount of steel, however sometimes it is not 
needed due to it would be too much expensive and the improvement of bending moment 
would not be worth. 
On the other side, the SFRC consist of a randomly distributed steel fibre in the concrete 
matrix which keeps the concrete together when it is pulled-out. The main purpose of the 
SFRC is again the crack control as well as the enhancement of the post-cracking 
properties. The fibres allow micro-cracking instead of the macro-cracking that occurs 
when the conventional reinforcement is used. This way, the fibres sew the concrete 
matrix when it cracks and keep absorbing energy and resisting the bending moment 
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after the first crack occurs. However, it does not necessarily improve the tensile strength 
capacity of the concrete. 
The numerous benefits that the use of the SFRC gives to the plain concrete have 
entailed its use in many different applications. Its main use on the pavement design has 
been focused overall in industrial floors with heavy loading. However, it has been also 
used on highways pavement reaching good performance and its properties could make 
the SFRC a very good material to be considered in the future pavement design. Lots of 
benefits of the steel reinforcement might be highlighted; the longer useful life, those 
benefits derived from its construction method or the already commented ductile 
properties. The fibres eliminate the shrinkage crack, giving a better surface quality as 
well as they enhance the edge protection by preventing the surface detachment and 
keeping together with the fibre the cracked portions of the concrete. The problems 
related with the user comfort have also been improved during last decades and 
nowadays there exist surface treatments able to reduce the noise, which was one of the 
main problems. The simplified job site operation (direct discharge of the concrete mixed 
with the fibres) and the fact that no reinforcement placement is needed, allow a shorter 
construction time and avoid the mistakes related with the handling problems. 
The SFRC properties are strongly related with the fibres properties. The most important 
property is the aspect ratio, where the higher it is the most stress strength capacity of the 
concrete. The fibre dosage is also an important aspect in which attention should be paid. 
In fact, depending on the % of fibre, the structural strength of the SFRC can be 
improved or not and different SFRC are distinguished. When high dosages of fibre are 
used (up to 2%) the SRFC is know as High Performance Steel Fibre Reinforced 
Concrete (HPSFRC). The HPSFRC perform almost as the conventional reinforcement 
and they do not improve only the post-cracking ductility but also the load capacity after 
the crack is increased. Lower contents of fibre (from 0,3 to 1,5 %) do not add any 
structural improvement on the post-cracking load but it increases the ductility and 
allows the bending moment capacity after the first crack by keeping the concrete 
together thanks to the fibres. 
Although the use of fibres could represent an improvement on the bending capacity 
similar to the conventional reinforcement, in highway pavements the loads are not the 
same than they might be in industrial floors for example. This way, more than the big 
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loads resistance, the reduction of the slab thickness allowed when SFRC is used instead 
of plain concrete could have even more importance than the bearing capacity 
enhancement.  As it has been calculated, the reduction of the thickness can be 
significant when fibres are added. In the practical case studied different fibres were 
tested and most of them showed a reduction of up to 10% of the thickness. This 
reduction can be even higher when a bigger value is used, as it has been proved, the 
bigger the ratio fibres used the highest the concrete equivalent strength is. Obviously if 
the equivalent strength is higher, it is able to bear a specific load with a thicker slab. The 
maximum bending capacity could be doubled if very good fibres were used, however it 
would be too much expensive and it would not be worth for pavement design.  
Finally there is the possibility, although it has not been deeply discussed in the work, of 
using both reinforcements together. In fact, as recommended in the American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) 544, “when used in structural applications, steel fibre reinforced 
concrete should only be used in a supplementary role to inhibit cracking, to improve 
resistance to impact or dynamic loading, and to resist material disintegration. In 
structural members where flexural or tensile loads will occur, the reinforcing steel must 
be capable of supporting the total tensile load”. In this case, the conventional 
reinforcement would be the one in charge of increasing the stress strength capacity of 
the concrete while the fibres would give the reinforced concrete other important 
properties such as avoiding the possibility of detachments occurred by the traffic loads 
and keeping the surface continuous and clean along its useful life. It has been proved 
that the addition of steel fibres improves the cracking behaviour of concrete beams 
reinforced with longitudinal tension bars. The addition of fibres decreases both the 
crack spacing and the crack width (Vandewalle, 2000).  
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Chapter 7 
Further work 
The further work is focused on the possibility of using recycled materials as fibre 
reinforcement for a concrete pavement design. Many different recycled fibres have been 
used from industrial or postconsumer waste offering additional advantages of waste 
reduction and resources conservation (Wang Y, 2002). One of the waste fibres studied 
for the pavement road loads proving a good performance are the fibres recovered from 
used tyres. 
The increasing amount of waste tyres worldwide makes the disposition of tyres an 
international problem that must solved. In the last years over three million tons of waste 
tyres were generated in the EU states (Aiello, 2009). The UK was calculated to generate 
400 k tonnes of used tyres per year and most of them (more than 160 k tonnes) go 
straight to the landfills. This way, and overall since a Landfill directive was 
implemented in the European Union on 1999 (OJEC, 1999) which prohibited the 
disposal of tyre constituents by 2006, the tyre recycling have become much more 
popular and new studies were developed. 
Within this context a research project was undertaken at the University of Sheffield. 
Pilakoutas K, in 2001 and  Tlemat H in  2003 investigated the mechanical behaviour of 
concrete reinforced with Recycled Steel Fibres Reinforced Concrete (RSFRC) 
recovered from waste tyres by a mechanical process. In order to assess the fibre-bond 
characteristics and to evaluate the critical fibre length, pull-out test were carried out as 
well as flexural tests to analyse the post-cracking behaviour of RSFRC. The concrete 
obtained by adding recycled steel fibres evidenced a good performance and a 
satisfactory improvement of the fragile matrix, mostly in terms of toughness and post-
cracking behaviour. The compression properties also were unaffected by the presence of 
fibres despite their irregular geometric properties (Aiello MA, 2009). In addition, it was 
indicated that the mechanical behaviour of RSFRC is comparable to that of a 
conventional SFRC. Therefore, it can be presumed that the design models developed to 
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evaluate flexural resistance of conventional SFRC are also applicable for RSFRC 
(Tlemat, 2006). 
On the other side, this research proposed a new improved tensile stress-strain model to 
predict the flexural resistance of the concrete reinforced with conventional and recycled 
fibres in order to reduce the overestimation that was observed within the RILEM 
method. The results claim for further experimental and theoretical studies to eventually 
get the reliable design information for possible structural and non-structural 
applications, related to the use of recycled and conventional fibres reinforcing concrete. 
The University of Sheffield lead as well another 3 years project completed in 2009 
whose main aims were to develop infrastructure for surface transport using slip forming 
and roller compaction techniques based on existing asphalt laying equipment and steel 
fibre reinforced concrete (EcoLines, 2009). The benefits of the new construction 
concept will be multiple, such as to reduce construction costs by 10-20%, reduce 
construction time by 15%, reduce the energy consumption in road construction by 40%, 
minimise maintenance, use waste materials in road construction and make tyre recycling 
more economically attractive. 
Summing up, the possibility of using the RSFRC as a new material for concrete 
pavements roads, a part from the multiple improvements on the road performance, 
would allow a huge step forward on a sustainable construction development. In fact, it 
would suppose a similar performance than the SFRC due to their similar mechanical 
properties and would, as well, suppose infinity of benefits related with the construction 
methods by using roller compaction techniques. So that, all these advantages, in 
addition to the fact that lots of tyres are given a new use which would reduce 
considerably the tyre wastes, focus the further interests in keep researching about 
RSFRC pavements. 
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Annex A 
Pavement Design 
A.1 Introduction 
The aim of the pavement design is to get a sustainable and economic structure able to 
allow the traffic move on it in a safety and comfortable way during an estimated period 
of time. There exist several guidelines or manuals for pavements designing and all of 
them recognize the need to consider the sub-grade, material characteristics, 
environmental effects, as well as the traffic anticipated in the design period.  
Some of them such as the Spanish Standard 6.1-IC (Ministerio de Fomento, 2003) are 
just a pre-designed empirically pavements catalogue, with all the different sections 
proved with different software (Alize, Ecoroute,…) which resolve the stress-strain state 
produced for a designed load applied on a multilayer system resting on a Bousinesq 
semi-space, considering the elasticity theory. There also exist other design methods 
applied in U.S such as the Californian method of design, the National Crushed Stone 
Association (NCSA) design, the asphalt institute design or the multilayer elastic 
analysis, all of them used for flexible pavements. Finally the Portland Cement 
Association (PCA) commonly used in rigid pavements should be mentioned. It is based 
on the different theories of Wastergaard, Picket and Ray as well as finite elements. The 
method derived on the experience obtained with different tests and investigations of the 
PCA. In this method design, the thickness is dependend on the magnitude and number 
of repeted loads, modulus of rupture and modulus of sub-grade reaction. The failure 
analysis is based on two potential failure modes: fatigue and erosion. 
Finally the design proposed by the American Association of State Highways and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide is the most used in both rigid and flexible 
pavement design. 
The first “AASHTO guideline for flexible and rigid pavements design” was published 
once the tests were realised in 1961. This first guideline was based on the results 
obtained in the road tests promoted by the AASHTO to study the pavement structure
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 behaviour. These tests were proved with different known thicknesses and under mobile 
loads with known magnitudes and frequencies as well as under known ambient 
conditions. From 1951 to 1961 the test was planned and realised near Ottawa, Illinios. 
368 rigid pavement sections and 468 flexible pavement sections were proved with the 
main aim of getting the relationship between the different section’s behaviour and the 
applied loads, or to prove the effect of the number of repetitions in each pavement 
section composed of a base and a sub-base, with known ground properties. Once the 
results were obtained, they were transferred into formulas which get numerical values 
for designing. Subsequently, in 1972, a revision was published and in 1981 the third 
chapter, the one related with the concrete pavement design, was revised. The last 
version was published in 1993 and known as AASHTO 1993 it is still in use. 
Since AASHTO 1993 different other publications had been realised until the alternative 
method for the pavements design was published in 1998. This method is based in a 
mechanistic-empiric design which represents more realistically the pavement 
performance. Guide for Mechanistic-Empirical Design of new and rehabilitated 
Pavement Structures sponsored by AASHTO, in cooperation with the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHA), and conducted by the National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program (NCHRP) represent the first guideline describing this method and it is forecast 
to be adopted in by AASHTO becoming the new Guideline AASHTO 2002. Its main 
objective is to provide the highway community with a state-of-practice tool for the 
design of new and rehabilitated pavement structure using methods based on the 
mechanical-empirical principles as well as a software needed for its application.  
In this work, however, AASHTO 1993 is going to be used due to it is much simpler 
than the new mechanistic-empirical method of AASHTO 2002, which requires specific 
software where a lot of information is needed. 
A.2 Stresses in flexible pavements 
There is at present no truly pavement design procedure that is widely accepted. 
However, the multilayered elastic theory has been relayed with the engineering reliance 
and it is exemplified by the introduction into practice of design procedures based upon 
this concepts. This type of theory provides a powerful tool for engineer to interpret all 
of the basic structural design factors to be evaluated for any pavement system. In Figure 
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A.1 the general concept of multilayered elastic system is illustrated. Generally the 
analytical solution to the state of stress or strain has several assumptions (Yoder, 1975): 
- The material properties of each layer are homogeneous, that is, the property at 
point Ai is the same at point Bi. 
- Each layer has finite thickness except for the lower layer, and all are infinite in 
lateral directions. 
- Each layer is isotropic, that is, property at a specific point such as Ai is the same 
in every direction or orientation. 
- Full friction is developed between layers at each interface. 
- Surface shearing forces are not present at the surface. 
- The stress solutions are characterizated by two material properties for each layer 
(Poisson’s ratio  and elastic modulus E ). 
 
Figure A.1: Generalized multilayered elastic system (Yoder, 1975) 
It can be observed that at a given point, 9 stresses exist. These are comprised of 3 
normal stresses ( z , r , t ) acting perpendicular to the element face and 6 shearing 
stresses ( rt , tr , rz , zr , tz , zt ) acting parallel to the face. Where, considering the 
equilibrium conditions, ij ji  . Moreover, there exists one orientation where the shear 
stresses acting on each face are zero. The normal stresses under this condition are 
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defined as principal stresses and are denoted by 1 (major stress), 2 (intermediate), 
3 (minor).   is defined as the sum of the principal stresses at a point. 
In analyzing stresses, strains, and deflections in ideal masses, solutions have been 
primarily derived from Boussinesq equations (A.1), developed for an homogeneous, 
isotropic, and elastic media due to a point load at the surface. The vertical stresses is 
dependent on the depth and radial distance and it is independent of the properties of the 
transmitting medium: 
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 (A.1) 
However, what it is interesting in the study of flexible pavements is that the load at the 
surface it is not a point load but is distributed over all an elliptical area. In all this area, 
the pressure is equal to the tire pressure while the variation of the stress with depth 
follows the same general pattern as for a point load case. This way, the Boussinesq 
equation should be expanded for a uniformly distributed circular load by integration, 
allowing a more realistic and appropriate solution for a pavement design analysis 
problem. Foster and Ahlvin (Foster, 1954) have presented charts for computing vertical 
stresses, horizontal stresses and vertical elastic strains due to circular loaded plates, 
developed for 0,5  . This work was generalised subsequently by Ahlvin and Urley 
(Ahlvin, 1962) giving and extensive solution for any value. The following is based in 
these studies, which are going to be based on one-layer systems. 
Figure A.2 summarises the solution of several interesting parameters to be taken into 
account when designing the pavement. There exist tabulated tables (Alhvin, 1962) 
where the values of A to H can be found once known both the depth and offset distances 
in radii, which means the point in the mass soil considered.  
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Figure A.2: Summary of One-Layer Elastic Equations (Yoder, 1975) 
Although most asphalt pavement structures cannot be regarded as being homogeneous, 
the use of Figure A.1 for one-layer systems, are generally applicable for sub-grade 
stress, stain, and deflection studies when a modular ratio of the pavement and sub-grade 
is close to unity ( 1
2
1E E  ). This condition is probably most exemplified by 
conventional flexible granular base / sub-base pavement structures having a thin asphalt 
concrete surface course. In this case it is assumed that the deflection of the pavement 
portion above the sub-grade is 0 so the total deflection considered occurs in the sub-
grade from z to infinite. It is illustrated in Figure A.3: 
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Figure A.3: One-layer stress diagram (Yoder, 1975) 
Two-layers and three-layers systems might be more realistic but gives a more 
sophisticated analysis which is not going to be studied in the present work. They are 
mainly based on tables with different parameters taking into account the boundary and 
continuity conditions such as the modular ratio. These factors reduce the result in 
stresses, which tests have shown that for most cases, it is larger than the measured 
values applying the Boussinesq method (Yoder, 1975). 
Once the mechanism of determining stresses, stains and deflections have been seen, 
attention should be paid into the understanding basic principles of pavement design 
based on these results. Different design concepts are studied separately in order to 
familiarize ourselves with them and to know how to manage them to get desired 
objectives. 
To reduce the sub-grade stress to a tolerable design value, the base course thickness and 
surface thickness of the same layered material can be increased as well as the layered 
material can be replaced for a more rigid material keeping the layer thicknesses. It 
should be noted that in layered systems the major influence upon the stress is usually 
exerted by the stiffness of the layer directly above. Moving into the deflections, the 
major deflection is caused by elastic compression of the sub-grade layer. Moreover, in 
general, the greater reduction will occur by increasing the modulus or rigidity of the 
pavement layer than by increasing its thickness. 
As has been seen the sub-grade stresses and pavement deflections could be reduced by 
incorporating more rigid upper layers or increasing their thickness. However, as the 
upper layers become stiffer and provide increased load-spreading capacity, the shear 
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stress increase. In fact, the shear stress increase with the modular ratio 1 1 2K E E  so 
the more rigid is the surface, the highest shear stress is obtained. The maximum value 
within the entire structure occurs about middepth in the surface layer. For fixed modular 
rations, as the thickness of the surface layer is increased, the magnitude of shear stress is 
decreased, and also the location of maximum value shifts upward from about middepth 
of this layer to approximately the third point (Yoder, 1975). 
To sum up and going back to the basic concept, the aim when designing is to provide a 
base thickness such that the vertical compressive sub-grade stress or deflection is 
reduced to some limiting value less than allowable distress level. To do that, a 
multilayered structure is planed with the stiffer material in the topper layers and 
decreasing the stiffness with depth, reducing this way the stress and the deflection in the 
sub-grade. However, even the stiffer materials reduce the risk associated with the sub-
grade mode of distress; the presence of this stiff layer brings about an increase in the 
tensile stress magnitude at the bottom of this layer as well as a marked increase in the 
horizontal shearing stresses. 
A.3 Load transfer and stresses in rigid pavements 
The load transfer describes the transfer (or distribution) of the loads across 
discontinuities such as joints or cracks when a load is applied. As rigid pavement is not 
a continuous pavement the affection of one slab to the other one has to be adequately 
described. Obviously the pavement cannot have slabs performing independent one from 
the other and when the load is applied near to the edge of a slab, the adjacent unloaded 
slab would need to deflect as well. Load tranfer efficiency is defined by the following 
equation: 
  % 100a
l
Efficiency    (A.2) 
where: 
a  is the approach slab deflection 
a  is the leave slab deflection 
The efficiency depends on several factors including temperature, joint spacing, number 
and magnitude of load applications, foundation support, aggregate particle angularity, 
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and the presence of mechanical load transfer devices, it means, it is directly related to 
joint performance. In fact, most of the problems of rigid pavement performance are 
result of poorly performing joints. Three different types of joints can be distinguished 
depending on the pavement conditions: aggregate interlock, dowel bars and reinforcing 
steel. 
The aggregate interlock is used mainly when low-traffic is expected and it is just the 
mechanical locking formed between the fractured surfaces along the crack below the 
joint saw cut. Generally, aggregate interlock is ineffective in cracks wider than about 
0,9 mm. When higher loads are expected dowel bars are used. Dowel bars are short steel 
bars that provide a mechanical connection between slabs without restricting horizontal 
joint movement. To allow the horizontal movement they must be lubricated on one of 
their ends. The use of dowel bars increase the load efficiency allowing the unloaded 
slab to assume some of the load of the adjacent loaded slab, however, the efficiency 
depends also to the characteristics of the sub-grade. Finally the reinforcing steel can also 
be used to provide load transfer. When it is used the transverse contraction joints are 
often omitted (as in CRCP). Therefore, since there are no joints, the PCC cracks on its 
own and the reinforcing steel provides load transfer across these cracks. Whereas the 
dowel bars, reinforcing steel is boned to the PCC on either side of the crack in order to 
hold the crack tightly together.  
The relative magnitudes and causes of the stresses involved in dowel bars were 
presented by Timoshenko (1925). According to him, dowel bars stresses result from 
shear, bending, and bearing. The Figure A.4 show how a dowel bar encased in concrete 
will deflect. For purposes of the theoretical analysis, it is necessary to assume that the 
dowel bar is infinite in length, extending into an elastic body. This assumption, 
however, can be simplified by neglecting the small pressures exerted on the bar at some 
distance into the elastic body (Yoder, 1975). 
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Figure A.4: Pressure exerted on a loaded dowel 
According to Timoshenko, the deflection of the bar resulting from the load Pt is: 
  02 cos cos sin2
x
t
ey P x M x x
EI

   

      (A.3) 
where: 
x is the distance along dowel from the face of concrete 
M0 is the bending moment on dowel from the face of concrete 
Pt is the transferred load 
4
4
Kb
EI
   is the relative stiffness of a bar embedded in concrete 
A posterior analysis (Friberg, 1940) purpose the bending moment and the shear in the 
dowel as follows (equation (A.4) and (A.5) respectively): 
  
  2 02 sin sin cos
x
t
d y eEI M P x M x x
dx

   

         (A.4) 
  02 sin cosx t tdM V e M P P xdx            (A.5) 
When the shear is equal to zero the maximum moment is reached ( 0dM
dx
 ): 
  21 1
2
x
tPeM z



     (A.6) 
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Moreover, the bearing pressure on the concrete at the joint face is 0Ky  , where 0y  is 
the deflection of the dowel at the joint, obtained for 0x  and 0 2
tP zM    (moment at 
the dowel-concrete interface. So that, the bearing pressure is: 
  3 24 t
PK z
EI
     (A.7) 
Equations (A.6) and (A.7) can be directly applicable to stress computations considering 
the Pt the transferred load on the dowel, which is less than the real applied load due to 
part of it is absorbed by the sub-grade. 
When a load is applied into a dowel bar, a portion of the load is transferred to the 
unloaded adjacent slab through the dowel bar. However, although this dowel bar 
assumes the major part of the load, the other dowel bars in the slab assumes 
progressively lesser amounts of load. It was observed (Friberg, 1940) that the maximum 
negative moment occurs at a distance of 1,8 l from the load. Moreover if a series of 
dowel bars are designed, the dowel bar immediately under the applied load carries full 
capacity, decreasing to zero at a distance of 1,8 l from this dowel. 
CRCP cannot be analysed using the Westergaard equations because continuously 
reinforced pavements have closely spaced transverse cracks. The load-carrying capacity 
of the continuously reinforced pavements is assumed partially by the sub-grade when 
pavement deflects, a portion is transferred by aggregate interlock across a crack to 
adjacent pieces of concrete and a portion of the load is taken up by restraining action of 
the longitudinal steel. The stresses in continuous reinforcement are caused by wide 
different causes. Considering first the temperature changes, cracks may develop as a 
result of shrinkage and contraction. Tension is set up equally in both the steel and the 
concrete, and due to the steel has a higher modulus of elasticity, the concrete is 
overstressed and subsequent cracks develop.  
Vetter (1933) made an analytical study of the stresses in continuous reinforced concrete 
structural members. Equation (A.8) indicates the percentage of steel required to hold 
these cracks intact: 
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where: 
'cS  is the ultimate tensile strength of concrete 
sS  is the elastic limit of steel 
z  is the coefficient of shrinkage 
s
c
En
E
  
And L indicates the distance between cracks:  
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       
  (A.9) 
where: 
 0 2
WfLu
t
  is the bond stress. 
0  is the perimeter of the bar (in) 
t  is the length of the bar 
Also wire fabric or bar mat reinforcement are used for control the temperature cracks. 
For most cases, the reinforcement is assumed to add nothing to the structural capacity of 
the pavements. The sum of steel used for this purpose is calculated by balancing forces 
along the horizontal plane, resulting: 
 
2s s
W f LA
f
    (A.10) 
where: 
sA  is the required steel per foot of ith 
W  is the weight of the slab  2lb ft  
f  is the coefficient of resistance (generally assumed to be 1,5) 
sf  is the allowable stress in the steel 
L  is the length of the slab 
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From examination of the formula (A.10) the required amount of steel is a function of 
the length of the slab which means it can be reduced by shorting the slab. In fact, wire 
reinforcement is omitted in airfield pavements by reducing the length of the slab. 
A.4 Design considerations 
A.4.1 Serviceability 
The first concept, and the one which assess the users comfort, is the serviceability, 
which is the ability of the roadway to serve the traffic which uses the facility. In order to 
test the serviceability of the pavement, AASHTO procedure defines the Present 
Serviceability Index (PSI) depending on different factors the most important of which is 
the roughness. The PSI is represented with a scale of ranges from 0 to 5 being the 5 the 
highest index of serviceability. Because of the roughness is varying along the life cycle 
of pavements and it is such an important consideration for the pavement good 
performance, the PSI is constantly changing. The correlation equation developed at 
AASHTO Road Test for flexible pavements is: 
    2 1 25,03 1,91 log 1 1,38 0,01PSI SV RD C P          (A.11) 
where: 
SV  is the slope variance, a measure of longitudinal roughness 
RD  is the average rut depth 
C P  is the area of class 2 and 3 cracking plus patching per 1000 ft2 
For design is necessary to select an initial serviceability index (Pi). The initial value is 
normally taken as 4,2 in flexible pavements and 4,5 in rigid pavements, and it is 
decreasing until it reaches the lowest acceptable level, known as Terminal Serviceability 
Index (Pt), in which means that the pavement must be resurfaced or repaired. In high 
volume roads the Pt is recommendable to be considered 2,5 or 3, while in low traffic 
volume it can take values of 1,5. 
The major factors influencing the loss of serviceability of the pavement are traffic, age, 
and environment. The total loss of serviceability is a sum of the serviceability loss due 
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to traffic and the serviceability loss due to swelling and/or frost heave of roadbed soil, 
treated as separated factors. 
A.4.2 Resilient modulus 
The definitive material property used to characterize roadbed soil for pavement design 
is the resilient modulus ( RM ), obtained directly from the AASHTO Test Method T 274. 
The resilient modulus test applies a repeated axial cyclic stress of fixed magnitude, load 
duration and cyclic duration to a cylindrical test specimen. While the specimen is 
subjected to this dynamic cyclic stress, it is also subjected to a static confining stress 
provided by a triaxial pressure chamber. RM  gives a measure of the elastic property of 
soil recognizing certain nonlinear characteristics. 
The resilient modulus can be used directly for the design of flexible pavements but must 
be converted to a modulus of sub-grade reaction (k-value) for the design of rigid 
pavements. The effective k-value is dependent upon several different factors besides the 
roadbed soil resilient modulus and is used to estimate the “support” of the PCC slab by 
the layers below.  The modulus of reaction came about because Westergaard developed 
the k-value as a spring constant to model the support beneath the slab (Westergaard, 
1926). This can be tested by determineing the load capacity of the sub-grade and can be 
considered as the pressure required to get an unitary deformation with a 762mm 
diameter plaque leant on the sub-grade, expressed in terms of pressure along a longitude 
(MPa/m) (AASHTO T 222).  
The constant of proportionality defined as the “modulus of sub-grade reaction (k)” or 
“resilience modulus” can be defined as: 
 sPk
W
  (A.12) 
where 
2
1, 25
4
dW      3mm , sP  is the load applied to the plate (or slab)  N  and d  
is the diameter of the plate (or slab)  mm . 
This test is expensive and difficult to be carried out and it is only used in big projects. It 
is recommendable to carry out the tests in the sub-grade and then to adjust the results in 
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the sub-base layer. Can be noted than sometimes the values obtained can give non 
representative values due to the influence of the 762mm plaque is not as big as the 
influence under a concrete slab loaded with a vehicle. One of the advantages of this 
method is that it can be realised in the same site, which means it is a non destructive 
method. The AASHTO 1993 Guideline provides a multi-step process where each step 
has got associated graphs which are not reproduced here to get the k-value based on the 
sub-grade’s resilient modulus and sub-base properties (pags II-37 to II-47 of the 
1993 AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures).   
As the measurement for performing the resilient test is not common and not all the 
agencies can have it, there are standard values of sub-grade physical properties such as 
Californian Bearing Ratio (CBR) or R-value with which the resilient module can be 
obtained.  
The California Bearing Test (CBR) is a ratio of resistance to penetration which can be 
used to assess ground performance, although the results are less representative of the 
long-term behaviour. CBR test is performed by measuring the pressure required to 
achieve an equal penetration on a standard crushed rock material and was developed for 
measuring the load-bearing capacity of soils used for building roads. The CBR trials 
must be carried out according to the ASTM D 1883 guideline. The CBR tests realised in 
the laboratory will be carried out with materials extracted from the site and compacted 
until the ground gets the same compactation that it would have during construction. The 
samples are submerged into the water to reach the saturation and simulate the conditions 
the pavement would have if it is in use during a certain time. Heukelom and Klomp 
(Heukelom, 1962) have reported correlations between the Corps of Engineers CBR 
value, using dynamic compaction, and the in situ modulus of soil. The correlation, also 
used in 1993 AASHTO Guide, is given following (A.13). The equation is restricted to 
fine grained materials with soaked CBR values of 10 or less: 
   1500RM psi CBR   (A.13) 
Table A.1: shows typical CBR and Modulus Elasticity values for various materials. 
Material CBR Elastic Modulus (psi) 
Diamond   170.000.000 
Steel   30.000.000 
Crushed Stone (GW, GP, GM) 20 – 100 20.000 - 40.000 
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Sandy Soils (SW, SP, SM, SC) 5,0  - 40 7.000 - 30.000 
Silty Soils (Ml, MH) 3,0 – 15 5.000 - 20.000 
Clay Soils (CL, CH) 3,0 – 10 5.000 - 15.000 
Organic Soils (OH, OL, PT) 1,0 - 5,0 < 5.000 
Table A.1: Typical CBR Modulus of Elastiycity Values for Various Materials (WAPA) 
The R-value test expresses a material’s resistance to deformation as a function of the 
ratio of transmitted lateral pressure to applied vertical pressure. It is essentially a 
modified triaxial compression test. The R-value test was developed as an improvement 
on the CBR test and it is mainly used by the State Highway Agencies (SHAs) in the 
west coast of the U.S. A relationship which relates R-value to RM  has been developed 
by the Asphalt Institute (Asphalt Institute, 1982) as follows: 
  R-valueRM A B    (A.14) 
where: 
772 to 1155
369 to 555
A
B

  
Similary, the 1993 AASHTO Guide offers a correlation equation (A.15) for fine-grained 
soils with R-values less than or equal to 20, and the Washington State Department of 
Transportation (WSDOT) developed another relationship (A.16) relating R-value and 
resilient modulus. 
  1000 555 R-valueRM     (A.15) 
   0,0521 R-valueM 720,5 1R e     (A.16) 
Despite these relations, however, it is strongly recommended for an accuracy study that 
the agencies acquire the necessary equipment to measure RM . 
A.4.3 Reliability 
AASHTO uses the reliability concept to account for design uncertainities. The two 
variables related with the reliability are RZ and 0S : 
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- RZ  is the standard normal derivate and it is the probability that the designer 
want for the design do not last during the design life. The values of RZ  can be 
obtained from Table A.2: (AASHTO, 1993).  
Reliability Standard Normal 
R (percent) Deviate ZR 
50 0 
60 -0,253 
70 -0,524 
80 -0,841 
90 -1,282 
95 -1,645 
99,9 -3,09 
Table A.2: Standard Normal deviate values corresponding to selected levels or reliability 
For example if there should be a 95% chance that the design does last the 
specified number of years (e.g. 20 years); then the reliability is 95% and the 
corresponding value of RZ  according on the normal function tables is -1,645. 
The choice of the level of reliability used can vary widely depending on the 
designer. Table A.3: provides some recommended levels (AASHTO, 1993): 
Recomended Level of Reliability Functional Classification 
Urban Rural 
Interstate and other freeways 85 - 99,9 80 - 99,9 
Principal arterials 80 - 99 75 – 95 
Collectors 80 - 95 75 – 95 
Local 50 - 80 50 – 80 
Table A.3: Suggested Levels of Reliability for various functional classifications 
- 0S  is the combined standard error of the traffic prediction and performance 
prediction. The more these values vary, the higher the value of 0S . Typical 
values of 0S  used are 0,40 to 0,5 for flexible pavements and 0,35 to 0,40 for 
rigid pavements. 
The contribution of reliability in the design equation is always negative and will serve 
to decrease the predicted number ESAL that a particular design can accommodate.  
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A.4.4 Structural number 
Finally the Structural Number (SN) is an index number derived from an analysis of the 
entire pavement structure. Each layer will have a layer coefficient tabulated depending 
on the materials used, being the stiffer material the highest coefficient and the most 
contribution in the SN. It can be described as: 
 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3SN a D a D m a D m    (A.17) 
where: 
th
ia i  is a layer coefficient 
th
iD i  is the layer thickness in inches 
th
im i  is the layer drainage coefficient 
A.4.5 Traffic loads 
The traffic data is one of the most important points when designing a pavement 
structure. The traffic data are the same in flexible pavement and in rigid pavement and it 
is required for estimating the loads applied on the pavement and its frequency. The 
traffic information required by the design equation includes axle loads, axle 
configuration, and number of applications. The traffic is considered in terms of 18-kip 
Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL). 
An Equivalent Axle Load Factor (EALF) is used to convert any axle load and axle 
configuration (single, tandem, tridem) into equivalent repetitions of standard (18-kip) 
axle and it is function of pavement type (flexible or rigid), thickness and terminal 
serviceability index considered. It defines the damage caused to the pavement by one 
application of the axle load under consideration relative to the damage caused by a 
single application of standard axle. In the AASHTO Guideline there exist tables with 
the different factors once the pt and the SN of the pavement are known. 
After that, the procedure used to convert a mixed traffic stream of different axle loads 
and axle configuration into a design traffic number is to convert each expected axle load 
into an equivalent number of 18-kip single axle loads and to sum these over the design 
period. The performance period is defined as the period of time that the structure will 
last before reaching its terminal serviceability. 
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The characteristics of the traffic change over the time so while may be possible to 
accurately measure today’s traffic, additional information such as forecasts of 
population, land use, economic factors, etc, are used by transportation planners to 
forecast the future level. The prediction is based on information from past traffic, 
modified by factors for growth or other expected changes. 
The predicted value of the 18-kip ESAL traffic ( 18W ) must be compared with the one 
obtained with the basic design equation and different iterations should be done in order 
to get increasingly closer to our optimum design. 
A.5 Design Example 
A.5.1 Data 
A.5.1.1 Traffic 
Based on the average daily traffic and axle weight data from the planning group it has 
been counted 1872, 1762 and 247 vehicles per day of single unit trucks, double unit 
trucks and truck trains respectively. The example is going to describe an urban interstate 
highway, which distribution expected assumes 80% of the load occurs in the design line 
so the line distribution factor 0,8LD  . The expected traffic is described in Table A.4:. 
Single unit trucks 1872/day 
Double units trucks 1762/day 
Truck trains 247/day 
Table A.4: Expected traffic 
In order to be used in the design equation the traffic load must be converted into 18-kip 
Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESAL) that the structure is going to be bearing during its 
whole life. Once you have the count of the vehicles per day, they have to be converted 
into ESALs per year. Corresponding factors (ESFL) which, as was commented in the 
previous chapter, depend upon the pavement will need to be obtained and subsequently 
all the units have to be summed obtaining the wanted value. Equation (A.18) describes 
how to get the equivalent ESAL per year. 
      ESAL per year vehicles per day days year ESFLLD     (A.18) 
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Moreover, the traffic is expected to be growing an annual rate of 2%g   during the 
design period, which in the example it will be proved for 20, 30 and 40 years. This way, 
to know the wanted value an estimation of the traffic loads during the design life must 
be done. The standard multiplier to calculate compound growth and the traffic expected 
is calculated below: 
  1 1ngmultiplier
g
      
 (A.19) 
Finally the annual ESAL obtained will have to be multiplied by the multiplier 
considering the correspondent design life to obtain the 18-kip ESAL  18w . 
A.5.1.2 Sub-grade properties 
Refering on the the sub-grade, its resilient modulus has been tested both on dry months 
(May to October) and on wet months (November to April) obtaining respectively MR 
=103 MPa (15000 psi) and MR = 86 MPa (12500 psi). Realistically, sub-grade support 
varies even more than this simplistic assumption, however, the same method for 
estimating a design sub-grade resilient modulus can be used for more precise 
assumptions. 
A.5.1.3 Reliability 
The reliability is defined with the RZ  (standard normal derivate).  In the present 
example three different levels of reliability will be investigated. This represents a 
typical range of reliability levels encountered for Interstate highways. These three 
reliabilities are 90%R  , 95%R   and 99%R  which have a respective values RZ  of, 
according to Table A.2:, are: 1, 282RZ   , 1,645RZ    and 3,090RZ   . 
Referring on the overall standard deviation  0S  typical values are going to be 
considered in the present example. On one hand, a value of 0 0,5S   will be considered 
in flexible pavement, and on the other hand a value of 0 0,4S   is used when talking 
about rigid pavements.  
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A.5.2 Flexible pavement 
A.5.2.1 Introduction 
The AASHTO design method is not based strictly on failure concepts as might be 
cracking or deformation, but on users comfort. So that, according to AASHTO the 
function of any road is to safely and smoothly carry vehicular traffic from one point to 
another. AASHTO Guideline defines the basic equation used for flexible pavements as 
follows: 
 
   
 
 
18 0
5,19
log 9,36 log 1 0,20
PSIlog
4,2 1,5                2,32 log 8,10940,40
1
R
R
W Z S SN
M
SN
      
      
 
 (A.20) 
where 
18W  is the predicted number of 18-kip equivalent single axle load applications 
RZ  is the standard normal deviate 
0S  is the combined standard error of the traffic prediction and performance prediction 
PSI  is the difference between Pi and Pt. 
RM  is the resilient modulus 
SN  is the structural number 
A.5.2.2 Traffic 
Based on the traffic count defined previously the 18-kip ESAL  18w  is going to be 
calculated. In this example the ESFL that are going to be used in the different units 
truck are 0,4 (single unit trucks), 1 (double unit trucks), 1,75 (truck trains). 
Table A.5: describes the calculations to obtain the annual ESAL: 
    DL   ESFL ESAL equivalent 
Units Veh/day - (days/yr) ESALs/veh ESALs/year 
Single unit trucks 1872 0,8 365 0,4 218649,6 
Double units trucks 1762 0,8 365 1 514504 
Truck trains 247 0,8 365 1,75 126217 
   Total 859370,6 
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   Rounded total 860000 
Table A.5: Conversion of the counted daily traffic volume into an annual ESAL amount 
Finally, the obtained annual ESAL need to be multiplied by (A.19) in order to get the 
equivalent traffic load that is going to run on the pavement in its design life. 
20 year design life:   20 61 0,02 1860000 21 10
0,02
      
  (A.21) 
30 year design life:   30 61 0,02 1860000 35 10
0,02
      
  (A.22) 
40 year design life:   40 61 0,02 1860000 52 10
0,02
      
  (A.23) 
A.5.2.3 Serviceability 
Going to the serviceability analysis the terminal serviceability would need to be selected 
according on the traffic volume and functional classification of the facility. The terminal 
serviceability value depend on the designer choice as well as on the kind of pavement 
used. Now flexible pavement is being referred in this example, and standard terminal 
serviceability of Pt = 2,75 has been selected. About the initial serviceability also an 
standard value for flexible pavement has been chosen Pi = 4,25. Thus, the overall design 
of serviceability loss of this example is: 
 PSI 4,25 2,75 1,5i tp p       (A.24) 
A.5.2.4 Sub-grade 
Finally the data obtained of the sub-grade is going to be used in order to find out the 
resilient modulus. The RM  data along the year was commented generically before, 
however the standard method in the 1993 AASHTO Guide involves, for the use in the 
empirical design equation of flexible pavements, calculating a weighted average sub-
grade resilient modulus based on the relative pavement damage  fu .  This is because 
lower values of sub-grade resilient modulus result in more pavement damage, lower 
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values of sub-grade resilient modulus are weighted more heavily. The relative damage 
equation used is: 
  8 2,321,18 10f Ru M     (A.25) 
where the resilient modulus is calculated in psi. 
This way, the relative damage for the wet and dry months obtained based on equation 
(A.25) are respectively 0,037fu   and 0,024fu  . So the average relative damage, 
considering that there are 6 wet months and 6 dries is: 
 0,037 6 0,024 6 0,0305
12f
u      (A.26) 
Rearrangeing the equation (A.25), the final resilient modulus weighted can be obtained 
as follows: 
    0,431 0,4313015 3015 0,0305 13500 psi 93 MPaR fM u        (A.27) 
A.5.2.5 Material 
Finally the available construction materials that are going to be used need to be 
described with the respective properties. Mainly 3 different materials are used divided 
in two courses. Firstly the surface course is divided in two layers where two different 
materials are going to be used. The fist one for the wearing course is a Superpave with 
3447 500 000E MPa psi  . The second one for the binder course is a dense-graded 
HMA mix with a nominal maximum aggregate size of 25 mm (1 inch) with the same 
elasticity 3447 500 000E MPa psi  . The layer coefficient for the HMA is 0,44. 
Then the base course will be made of crushed aggregate with 193RM MPa   
28 000 psi . The layer coefficient of the crushed material is 0,13. Finally the sub-base 
course is not going to be used. 
A.5.2.6 Design 
Once all the inputs involved in the design have been commented, how to procedure in 
the design pavement will be described. The design procedure of the AASHTO 
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Guideline is an iterative procedure based on a general equation (A.20) that considers the 
different parameters involved in the pavement behaviour including: 
- The estimated future traffic, W18, for the performance period 
- The reliability, R, which assumes all input at the average value 
- The overall standard derivation S0 
- The effective resilient modulus of roadbed material, MR 
- The design serviceability loss, 0PSI tp p    
Once all there inputs have been determined by several studies or determined by the 
designer, the equation (A.20) will be solved through an iterative process. The SN that 
the pavement must have in order to satisfy structural strength requirements during the 
desired cycle life will need to be found out. 
Considering a surface course with a thickness of 105 mm (4,2 inches) and the base 
course being 135 mm (5,4 inches) in all the cases the thickness used for basin course 
will be obtained with the respectives coefficients layers and the equation (A.17). To 
solve the equation have been used the utilities of the Pavement Guide Interactive 
(pavement interactive, 2010). The solution has been obtained for all the design period – 
reliability combinations by varying the binder course thickness. Table A.6 summarises 
the values obtained: 
Design Design Period Pavement layer
Period ESAL's R = 90 % R = 95 % R = 99,9 %
HMA Surface Course 105 mm 105 mm 105 mm
HMA Binder Course 130 mm 150 mm 180 mm
Base Course 135 mm 135 mm 135 mm
SN 4,79 5,1 5,7
HMA Surface Course 105 mm 105 mm 105 mm
HMA Binder Course 150 mm 170 mm 205 mm
Base Course 135 mm 135 mm 135 mm
SN 5,17 5,49 6,11
HMA Surface Course 105 mm 105 mm 105 mm
HMA Binder Course 170 mm 190 mm 225 mm
Base Course 135 mm 135 mm 135 mm
SN 5,47 5,8 6,44
Layer thickness
20 years
30 years
40 years
21.000.000
35.000.000
52.000.000
 
Table A.6:: Flexible pavement thickness design calculation depending upon both the design period 
and reliability  
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A.5.3 Rigid pavement 
A.5.3.1 Introduction 
The basic design equation for rigid pavements is described by AASHTO as follows: 
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 
 
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      
        
               
 (A.28) 
where: 
18W  is the predicted number of 18-kip equivalent single axle load applications 
RZ  is the standard normal deviate 
0S  is the combined standard error of traffic prediction and performance prediction 
D  is the thickness (inches) of the slab pavement 
0PSI tp p    
'cS  is the modulus of rupture (psi) for Portland cement concrete used on a specific 
project 
J  is the load transfer coefficient used to adjust for load transfer characteristics of 
specific design 
dC  is the drainage coefficient 
cE  is the modulus of elasticity (psi) for Portland cement concrete 
k  is the modulus of sub-grade reaction (pci) 
A.5.3.2 Traffic 
Just as was described in flexible pavements the traffic data must be treated in order to 
obtain the 18-kip ESAL  18w  which is the input is going to be used in the design 
equation. The ESFL depend upon the pavement between others, so they cannot be the 
same for flexible and for rigid pavement. The ESFL that are going to be used in rigid 
pavement for the different units truck are 0,34 (single unit trucks), 1 (double unit 
trucks), 2,6 (truck trains). 
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Table A.7: describes the calculations to obtain the annual ESAL: 
    DL   ESFL ESAL equivalent 
Units Veh/day - (days/yr) ESALs/veh ESALs/year 
Single unit trucks 1872 0,8 365 0,34 185852 
Double units trucks 1762 0,8 365 1 514504 
Truck trains 247 0,8 365 2,6 187522 
   Total 887878 
   Rounded total 890000 
Table A.7: Conversion of the counted daily traffic volume into an annual ESAL amount 
Finally, the obtained annual ESAL need to be multiplied by (A.19) in order to get the 
equivalent traffic load that is going to run on the pavement in its design life. 
20 year design life:   
20
61 0,02 1890000 22 10
0,02
      
  (A.29) 
30 year design life:   30 61 0,02 1890000 36 10
0,02
      
  (A.30) 
40 year design life:   40 61 0,02 1890000 54 10
0,02
      
  (A.31) 
A.5.3.3 Serviceability 
The terminal serviceability value has been chosen Pt = 3. As commented it is the 
designer choice and standard range of values goes from 2,5 to 3. It has been chosen Pt = 
3 due to the standard initial serviceability value for rigid pavements is Pi = 4,5, and this 
way the overall loss of serviceability for the rigid pavement design can keep being the 
same than in flexible pavements, which would help in the comparison. Thus, the overall 
design of serviceability loss is: 
 PSI 4,5 3 1,5i tp p       (A.32) 
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A.5.3.4 Effective subgrade reaction 
For the use in rigid pavement, the resilient modulus of the sub-grade  RM  needs to be 
converted into the k-value. In order to get the k-value the steps recommended by the 
1993 AASHTO Guide would need to be followed. In the present example sub-base is 
not considered and the semi-infinite sub-grade depth assumption is done. This 
assumptions simplifies the procedure and the k value is obtained straight from: 
 
19,4
RMk   (A.33) 
Once the k value is obtained, the damage has to be considered and it has to be done by 
approximating the thickness of the slab. In the example case the slab thickness is going 
to be considered initially 11 inches. Based on Figure 3.5 of the AASHTO Guide 
(AASHTO, 1993) the relative damage has been obtained. Results are shown in Table 
A.8. 
Month RM  Composite k-value Relative Damage ( ru ) 
103 Mpa November to April 
15 000 psi 
773 pci 110 
86 Mpa May to October 
12 500 psi 
644 pci 125 
 Relative damage average 117,5 
Table A.8: k-value and relative damage values 
Finally the k-value reaction without considering the loss of support is obtained with the 
following formula: 
  
40,290,753,420,75 0,250,39
0,39
r
r
D uu D k k
         
 (A.34) 
So: 
 
40,75 0,2911 117,5 772,65
0,39
k
    
 (A.35) 
By considering a loss of support of 1,0, and from Figure 3.6 of the AASHTO Guide 
(AASHTO, 1993) the final k-value is: 
 225k   (A.36) 
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A.5.3.5 Material 
The PCC elastic modulus ( cE ), which can be estimated as: 
 57000 tc cE f   (A.37) 
where tcf  is the PCC compressive strength. 
If no data is available the compressive strength can be assumed as 34,5 MPa (5000 psi) 
which means a 275000cE   MPa (4 000 000 psi). (Pavement Interactive, 2010). 
Howevwer the example will consider a Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) with an elastic 
modulus of 31026 4 500 000 psicE MPa  . Moreover, the PPC modulus of rupture 
(flexural strength), typically obtained from a flexural strength is 
,' 5,17 750 psic ctk flS f MPa   . 
Rigid pavement is also assigned a drainage coefficient ( dC ) that represents the relative 
loss of strength due to its drainage characteristics and the total time it is exposed to 
near-saturation moisture conditions. The dC  value moves up from 1,2 (in quick-
draining layers) to 0,8 (slow-draining layers that are often saturated). In the example the 
drainage coefficient considered is 1dC   which represents an average value when no 
data is obtained. 
Finally the load transfer efficency is measured with the Load transfer coefficient (J 
factor). The load factor is a term used to describe the transfer (or distribution) load 
across discontinuities such as joints or cracks. Essentially, the lower the J factor the 
better the load transfer. The J factor for the AASHTO Road Test was estimated to be 
3,2. However different values are described in (after Pavement Interactive, 2010) 
Condition J factor 
Undoweled PCC on crushed aggregate surfacing 3,8 
Doweled PCC on crushed aggregate surfacing 3,2 
Doweled PCC on HMA and tied PCC shoulders 2,7 
CRCP with tied PCC shoulders 2,3 – 2,9 
Table A.9: Typical J values for different conditions 
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Also dowel bars are going to be used and the typical load transfer coefficient 3,2J   as 
estimated in the AASHTO Road Test is going to be assumed.  
A.5.3.6 Design 
Just like the flexible pavement design, once all the inputs are collected or approximated, 
the design procedure is going to be an iterative process where the ideal D of the 
concrete slab would be found out. The solution is iterative because the slab depth has 
two key influences: 
- The slab depth (D) determines the total number of ESALs that a particular 
pavement can support ( 18W ), as can easily be observed in the rigid pavement 
design equation (A.38). 
- The slab depth (D) determines what the ESAL is for a given load through the 
EALF. For a given axle load, axle type, D and SN the EALF can be obtained 
from different tabulated tables in the AASHTO. 
So that, once the rigid pavement design inputs ( RZ , 0S , PSI , tp , cE , 'cS , J , dC  and 
k-value) are determined, a slab depth (D) needs to be assumed. The traffic study needs 
to be subsequently realised by estimating the traffic for each load type for the entire 
design life of the pavement. If the 18W  obtained is reasonably close with the one 
obtained from the design equation (A.39), the assumed D will be the final slab depth in 
the design. If they are not reasonably close (within 5%), another slab depth (D) is going 
to be assumed and another iteration would have to be done. 
The same as in flexible pavements, the rigid pavement design will be characterized by 
the slab depth and it will be obtained based on the SN. The structural number is 
obtained from the equation design which combines the soil support information, the 
serveacibility, the total traffic… The number of ESALs a rigid pavement can carry over 
its lifetime is very sensitive to slab depth. Once the thickness of the slab is obtained, it 
would need to be compared with the one we considered in the effective sub-grade 
reaction. Again in order to solve the equation the utilities of the Pavement Guide 
Interactive have been used (pavement interactive, 2010). Table A.10 indicates the 
different slab thickness obtained based on the collected data and the AASHTO Guide 
design method. 
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Design Design Period Pavement layer
Period ESAL's R = 90 % R = 95 % R = 99,9 %
290 mm 305 mm 370 mm
(11,5 inches) (12 inches) (14,5 inches)
305 mm 320 mm 395 mm
(12 inches) (12,5 inches) (15,5 inches)
330 mm 345 mm 420 mm
(13 inches) (13,5 inches) (16,5 inches)
Layer thickness
20 years 22.000.000 PCC slab
30 years 36.000.000 PCC slab
40 years 54.000.000 PCC slab
 
Table A.10: Rigid pavement thickness design calculation depending upon both the design period 
and reliability. 
The thickness obtained must be compared with the one considered when the sub-grade 
reaction was calculated. In this case the hypothesis was a 11 inches slab thick. If it is 
compared with the results obtained, it can be observed that some values are not close 
enough the hypothesis. In these cases more iteration would be necessary changing the 
hypothetic value considered when the sub-grade reaction was calculated. Moreover 
some thickness value such might be the ones referring to a reliability of 99’9% is 
probably higher than the maximum practical slab thickness in highway pavement 
construction. In those cases a sub-base would be used which would modify considerable 
the effective sub-grade reaction (k-value) becoming the needed slab thick much thinner. 
In fact, an economical approach would be necessary in order to get the optimum 
combination of both sub-base course and PCC slab thickness. 
However, this example has fixed only a base from where in the following the 
comparison between rigid and flexible pavement is gong to be done. This way it is 
important to be taken into account but either no more iterations or deeper study is going 
to be needed in rigid pavement. 
 
